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VOL. XVI -NO. 41. HOLLAND, MICK., SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 12, 1887. WHOLE NO. 794.
Terms of Subscription
$1.50 per year if paid in advance; $1.75 if
paid at three month, and $2.00 if
paid at six months.
Hates of advertising made known on application.
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.
Notlcesof Births, Marriages, and Deaths pub-
lished without charge for subsciibars.
HTAII advertising bills collectable Quarterly.
* $usitte05S fflaK
Wanted.
Six live canvasserH for city and country.
Must epeak both Hoiiaud and English
languages. Apply to Singer Manufactur-
ing Company, on Eighth street, Holland,
Mich., opposite post office. 4l-4t
Go and buv your Cloaks and Fur Trim-
mings at L. & 8. Van dkn Bkrge & Co.
N. W. Ogden pays the market price for
Corn and Rye at his mill on Lake Shore.
Custom grinding on Tuesday and Satur-
days. Call. 41-2m
Just received a large line of Kid and
Jersey Gloves, in black and assorted
colors, at the Millinery Store of
40- L. & 8. Van den Bkrge & Co.
Avoid the harsh, irritating, griping
Compound so often sold as purgative med-
icine, and correct the irregularities of the
bowels by the use of Ayer's Cathartic
Fills. They are invaluable as a family
medicine.
Special Assessors’ Notioe.
Citt or Holland, Michigan,
Clbbk’b Office, Novembrr let, 1887.
To W. Williams, A. J. Clark. J. Panel?, Grace
Episcopal Churob, N. D. Ward, 8. Van der Wal
and E. E. Annie. You and each of you are here-
by uotifled that a apeciil a?Beeament roll, for the
ifcrepair of sidewalks, has been reported by the
Board of Aaaeasora to the Common Council of the
City of Holland, and filed Inthia office, and that
the Common Council has fixed upon the 22nd day
of November, 1887, at 7:30 p. m., at the Common
Couifcllfpoms tn said city, aa the time and place
when where they will meet with tne Board of
Aaaeanh to review aaid roll.
By order of the Common Connell.
Geo U. Sipf, City Clerk.
Rheumatism and catarrh, caused by im-
poverished blood, cured by Ayer’s Surah-
parilla.
A line of beautiful Hats, Fancy
Feathers, and a great variety of Hat Or-
naments and Trimmings at
40- L. & 8. Van dkn Bkrge & Co.
A single bottle of Ayer’s Sarsaparilla
will establish the merits of this medicine
as a blood purifier. Many thousands of
people are yearly cured of chronic dis-
eases by the faithful use of this remedy.
It is unequaled for the cure of scrofula.
A Sound Legal Opinion.
E. Bainbridgc Munday, Esq., County
Ally., Clay Co., Tex., says: “Have used
Electric Bitters wirh most happy results.
My brother also was very low with Ma-
larial Fever and Jaundice, but was cured
by timely use of this medicine. Am satis-
fied Electric Bitters sayed his life.”
Mr. D. I. Wilcoxson, of Horse Cave,
Ky., adds a like testimony, says: He posi-
tively believes be would have died, had It
not been for Electric Bitters.
4 This great remedy will ward off, as well
as cure all Malaria) Diseases, and lor all
Kidney, Liver and Stomach Disorders
stands unequaled. Price 50c. and $1 at




Hope Reformed Church :-8ervices at
10:30 a. m. and 7:80 p. m. Sunday
School at 12 m. Young People’s meeting
at 0:30 p. m. Rev. Thomas Walker
Jones, pastor. Subjects: Morning, “Ja-
cob’s tow;” Evening, “Importance of
small things.” Congregational singing.
Opening anthems by the choir. Praise
and prayer meeting Thursday at 7:30 p.m
All arc welcome.
Methodist E. Church:— Services at
10:80 a. m. aud 7:30 p. m. Sunday
School at 12 m. Prayer meeting Thurs-
day evening at 7:80. Subjects: Morn-
ing, “Sanciification Evening, “The
name of Jesus.” All are welcome and
the seats arc free.
The social at the parsonage of Hope
Church last Wednesday was largely at-
tended and was a success in every way.
The musical program was especially fine.
The Ladies' Guild of Grace Church will
give a social entertainment at the resi-
dence of Mr. Geo. Ballard on Tuesday
evening, November 15. All are kindly
invited.
Mr. Egery, the piano tuner, of Grand
Rapids, Is expected here the first of next
week. Any orders for work in that line
may be left with Mr. Chns. Waring, or at
the City Hotel.
Y. M. C. A.— Meetings every Tuesday
evening at 7:30 o’clock. Rooms: Over
Jonkman & Dykema’s Clothing Store.
A number of athletic young men of
this place went to Fennville Friday night, ......... ..... .
to witness the sparring exhibition to be" fttilog in the best manner,
given by James Fell and Tom O’Donnell,
of Grand Rapids.
The Anarchists.
Thursday morning at about 10
o’clock news was received in this
city that Louis Lingg, one of the
condemned Chicago Anarchists, had
killed himself by placing a fulmina-
ting cartridge in his mouth and then
discharging it. The discharge blew
the entire side of his face off and at
2:50 p. m. he died, being evidently
conscious to the last. During the
Henry Kenyon returned on Tuesday
last from a trip to Rochester, N. Y.,
where he had been with a carload of cat-
tie which he sold. This is the third time
he has been east selling cattle this fall.
Tiie. basement for the new Kanters
building, opposite the News office, is
about completed. From the foundation
we should judge that the block will be as
handsome a one as there is in the city.
The November elections last Tuesday
resulted in a victory lor the Democrats in
New York, Maryland, Virginia, and Mis-0 slssippl; for the Republicans in Iowa,
afternoon of Thursday word wasj Ohio, Pent ay] vania, Massachusetts, and
also received here that Gov. OgleM’Wew Jerse3r- The honors are nearly
by had commuted the sentence of
Samuel Fieldeu and Michael Schwab
to imprisonment for life. Tho*other
four remaining Anarchists, August
Spies, A. R. Parsons, Adolph
Fischer, and George Engle, were
hung yesterday forenoon, Friday, at
11:54 o’clock. Thus the vengeance
of an indignant and excited people
was executed, and the sentence of
the law has been fulfilled.
The “Indian aummer” was broken by
a shower of rain last Wednesday.
Tde Grand Rapids Board of Trade was
formally organized last Monday night.
Born:— To Mr. aud Mrs. James H.
Carry, ou Wednesday, November 10,— a
girl.
equal.
Mf. H. Te Roller, of the Workman
Agricultural Works, returned from Bur-
lington, la. this week and brought an or-
der for the manufacture of fifteen hun-
dred bedsteads, which the factory will
commence work on immediately.
The Chautauqua Circle of this city vis-
ited the Standard Roller Mills on Tuesday
last where they were given information
by Mr.C. J. De Roo and W. A. Holley
about ̂ Practical Milling” which was one
of the topics of study for this week.
Last Sunday the marsh on the northern
limits of the city caught fire and burned
furiously all day. In the evening the
heavens were brightly illuminated and
many people were led to believe that it
was caused by a fire in North Holland.
home.
This is the first week in the past four
months that our “city legislature” has not
been in session.
The Chicago and West Michigan R’y
will soon add a chair car to the “fast
train” to Chicago.
If your hair is thinning and fading, use
Ayer’s Hair Vigor. It restores color and
vitality.
-- w m . 
Congressman Ford lias returned to his
home in Grand Rapids from a tour in
“stumping” Iowa. .
#Mirtuss.
Rev. E. C. Ooqel addressed a large
congregation in the’ Third Reformed
Church last Sunday afternoon.
F. & A. M.
-A Regular Communication of Unity Lodg*,
181, F. A A. M., will be held at Masonic Hall
Holland. Micb., at 7 o'clock, on Wednesday
e/enlngs, Jan. 5,- Feb. 2, March 9, April 8,
Mar 4, Juno 1, June 29, Aug. 3, Aug. 31, Sept. 28,
Oct. 29, Nor. 80, Dec. 28. 8t. Jobn.s days June
24 and December 27th.
A. Huntley. W. M.
O. Brbyhan, toc'y.
Have you contributed to the fund to
be raised for little Rfchard Overweg ? If
not, you should do so at once.
The proper way to check slander is lo
despise it; attempt to overtake it and re-
fute it, aud it will outrun you.
& 0. T. X.
Crescent Tent, No. 68, meets tn Odd Fellows
Hall at 7 280 p. m.* on the First and Third Mondayr\9 wtrttifh All U t 17 I _ ___ if i _
of each month. All Sir Knights are cordially in-
vited to attend. Cheapest Life Insurance OrderWW V Mail* AUCIfl V/ 1 1
known 'B Full on aPP1,CAtlon*
W. A. Holley, R.K
Gathering beech nuts, which are
plenty this season, seems to be a favorite
pastime with our yo.uog people.
®ur §laM.
We could stand it to have a few more
of our delinquents walk in and pay up
their subscription to the News.
Produce. Etc.
(WHOLESALE.)
[ CorrecUd even/ Friday by E. J. Farrington.)
Apples, 50c Brans, $3.25; Butter, 16c.;
Eggs. 2)-: Honey, tfto 10c; Onions, 70c; Potatoes
65o
Mr. J Ames Huntley has sold his house
on Eighth Street, just across the railroad
track, to Conductor T. M. Clark.
RET ML.
Apples 60c; Beans. $3.25; Butter 18c; Eggs
22c. Honey, 12c; Onions, 80; Potatoes, 85 cents.
Brain, Feed. Etc.
^ (WHOLESALE.)
(Corrected every Friday by W. H Jtsach.)
Buckwheat, 50c; , Bran, W 100 The.. 75c; Barley
V cwt, $1.10, Clover seed, $n>u.$3.60; Corn Meal? I*! Corn, shelled, — s42c. Flour,
HWlJina Corn Meat, ft 100 lbs,, $1.40; Feed, ft
ton $30.00; Hay, 9 a $10; Middlings, V 100 lbs.,
0at8' p8W* Barley, $ 100 lbs., $8.00;
72c; Red Fultx, 72c; Lancaster Red, 71c Corn
ear, 40 . -
RETAIL.
Mrs. R. B. Best has just received a
large assortment of Fancy Goods. An ad-
vertisement will appear in our next isane.
^The farmera are quite actively engaged
at present in bringing stave and heading
bolts into the city . which are bringing
good prices.
Last week Friday night, just as we
were mailing our last issue, we received a
brief call from Mr. F. T. Ward, of the
Allegan Journal.
Meal, w too lbs., $1.03;. Coro, shelled, 55c; Flour.
$4.40 Fine com meal, 9 100 fcs., $1.60; Feed, W
ton $21.00; Feed. *100 lbsVl.10; Hay, $12.00.
Middlings, * 100 fts,. 85; Oats, 35 cents!
I***} 100 >6-0°5 Rye, 50c; Timothy,
Seed, $2.75; Corn, ear, 55c.
Mr. Ed. J. Smitf, editor of the i*brum,
an old friend of the News man, and Mr.
L. O. Brown, of Whitehall, called on us
last Thursday evening.
List of letters remaining In the post
office at Holland, Mich., Nov. 11th, 1887:Men, cork-screws and guns go into thej , • • — .....
woods these days but the dogs remaiu a? 7^nn,e Brancb» Loretta Chaffe, F.
C. Holden, M. McKnsp, Henry Siersema,
J. P. Schwab, Abbott Smilh.
J. G. Van Putten, P. M.
Next Tuesday evening at 7:80 there
will be a public opening of the reading
room of the Y. M. U. A. A special
program has been prepared for the oc-
casion. Music will be a feature of the
evening. Free to all, both ladies aud
gentlemen.
The friends in this city of Mr. and Mrs.
William Smith, of Fremont, will be
pleased to know that on last Monday,
Nov. 7, they were the recipients of a
eleven-pound son. This is the first and
only .boy that has appeared in their family
of five children.
The free reading rocm of the Y. M. C.
A. will be opened on Tuesday evening
and will, from that time on, bo open
every evening, except Sunday, from 7 un-
til 9 :80 o’clock. Every man, whether old
or young, can get the news of the day
free, by atenping into the rooms.
Taxes will be high this year, but good
things never come without a sacrifice of
some kind. Holland has had more than
her share of favors the past year aud still
our taxes are not as high aa many of our
neighboring cities, which ore paying three
and three and one-half cents on every
hundred dollars of assessed valuation.
A good advertisement is the best of all
possible salesmen. It is a salesman who
never sleeps; who goes after business early
and late; accosts the merchant In his shop,
the scholar in bis study, the lawyer in his
office, the lady at her breakfast table; who
can be in a thousand places at once, and
speak to a thousand people every morning
and evening, saying to each one the best
The fund for little^ Richard Overweg,
the boy Injured by the cars last week, has
reached nearly $15. This is not as much
as it should be. Come, good people, add
your name to the list of contributors aud
give lo a worthy otject. Any amount will
be received. Next week we shall ac-
knowledge the receipts of all sums given,
and give the names of the contributors.
We take pleasure in stating that De
Hope came to us this week enlarged and
greatly Improved in typographical appear-
ance. The energy Infused in that publi-
cation by its present management, and
the sagacity and wisdom displayed in the
selection of its news and contributed arti-
cles, and its regular editorials, is doing
much toward increasing its circulation, as
well as making it a welcome visitor to the
families of its seventeen hundred sub-
scribers.
The graveling of Seventh Street, be-
tween tbo passenger and freight depots of
the Chicago and West Mich. R’y, was
finished last Wednesday. Some forty-
two teams were employed in hauling the
gravel. The grading of the block be-
tween Cedar and Fish streets was finished
on Thursday and will be graveled as soon
as the Common Council approve of the
grading work. The entire improvement
on the street will be completed by the
latter part of next week.
Last Sunday forenoon Rev. E. Bos an-
nounced from his pulpit in the Ninth
itreet Holland Christian Reformed Church,
that he was about to again take unto him-
self a wife. The announcement caused
considerable surprise, as this was the first
intimation any of his congregation had
had of his intention. In accordance with
the announcement he was joined In the
bonds of matrimony on Tuesday evening
last by the Rev. R. T. Kuiper, of Graaf-
schap, to Mrs. J. Mulder, at her residence
on Sixth street in this city.
The Sabbath school of the Reformed
Church of Zeeland take up a collection
for Foreign Missions every first Sunday
of each month. The boxes of each class,
some twenty-five in number, are kept In
the library room which is always locked.
Last Sunday it was found, however, that
some thief had entered the room and
taken out ail the money except $3 or $4,
It is thought a considerable sum has been
taken, ns the collection sent to the Board
this summer, of the first half of the year,
from January to July, amounted to $158.
The boxes will not be left in the church
hereafter.
Among the many things which at-
tracted the attention of people on Eighth
street this week was the show window of
the jewelry store of Mr. O. Breyman.
With a large number of ladies’ and gentle-
men's watches, some very handsome in
pattern, silver-plated ware, and precious
Last week oil was struck in Allegan b« • •
the company which was borlne tot gas' ,lon“ ,et ln y,l,1*ble *rtlc,e, of J*"'1'?
and the town is going wild over the di _
covery. Monday night the village was
illuminated with burqing oil from six
pipes. About one hundred barrels of th
crude product has been pumped from t
well.
Mr. D. Bertscr received a letter from
hls-son, Cadet William Bertscb, of the U.
8. Military Academy at West Point on
last Tuesday enclosing a cabinet photo* Ubliday goods and now is the time to com
graph of himself in full cadet uniform.
Will writes that he likes life at the Aca-
demy, but that they work the boys
pretty hard.
Last Wednesday was quite a day for
runaways. In the forenoon a team came
lushing down River street, leaving frag-
ments of a wagon along the road, and in
the afternoon a team of horses were run-
ning around loose on Eightff street and
making things pretty lively for everybody
and everything on the street.
is it any wonder that the attention of pass-
by was drawn to the magnificent dis-
play and to its pleasing effect? Mr. Brey-
man is receiving new goods almost daily
and secures all the latest novelties in his
line. Among this class may be mentioned
a clock which is manufactured in Califor-
nia, the case of which is made of native
metal, and it is sold at a very reasonable
figure. His store is rapidly filling up with
olence making your selection of presents.
Last Sunday the schooner D. A. Wells
came into this port for refuge and when
leaving this harbor again, struck a stone
between the piers and opened the scams of
his hull and she leaked so badly that a
tug had to be called to tow her to the
head of the Bay again where the oargo
wae discharged and repairs made. It is
said that the water in Laka Michigan is
two feet lower than during the summer,
which left only about six and one-half
feet of water where the Wells struck.
Our harbor needs repairing and the first
steps in this direction should be a dreging
out of the channel between the piers.
There is plenty of water on the bars and
at the end of the piers, but inside the sand
and filling of jbe cribs has washed into
the channel filling It up so that, as shown
by the above, there is only six and a half
feet of water.
In these days of anarchists’ bombs and
Infernal machines It is hard to imagine to
what a height a woman’s fancy may not
soar. One day this week a lady residing
on Ninth street imagined that she saw
upon a passing dray three coffins piled
one upon the other and the whole covered
by a dismal black pall. The driver of the
vehicle seemed to act strangely and the
very motion of the horse and dull rumble
of the wheels gave every Indication of
some dreadful mystery. No time was lost
iu notifying the man of the family aud he
in turn thought that tbo solution of the
mystery depended on prompt action. The
dray with its suspicious looking load was
closely shaddowed and shortly afterwards J ,
overtaken at the entrance of the Opera
House, where almost miraculously the three
coffins were transformed Into an Upright




“Oh, say!” said a Ventura farmer aa be
rushed breathless into our office this week
and evidently in great excitement, “I have
got a problem for you which I have been
trying to solve for some time, but can’t
do It.”
“Well, let us have iV” wo replied, ex-
pecting an easy one.
Upon hearing our answer he threw back
bis shoulders, planted bis bat on his head
at an angle of about forty-five degrees,
and after expectorating a liberal quantity
of tobacco juice, commenced.
“When I married my first woman I
was just twenty years old and at that time
my present woman, who Is the second
one, was but ten years old, making her
Just half my age. When 1 was thirty the
was twenty,— just two-thirds aa old aa J
am. Now what I want to know la how
many years have I got to live before the Is
as old as I am ?”
And as he finished he sank Into a chair
apparently exhausted.
We confessed our inability to solve so
difficult a problem and referred him to the
professor of mathematics In oqr school*.
The last we saw of him he was on his way
home, driving a good pair of colts, and
resting on a huge barrel of cider which he
bad purchased while here and which will
undoubtedly console him while recover-
ing from bis disappointment at not getting
an answer from us.
Improvements.-Intentions for neit
Seaion.
^Recently the News man accepted an in-
vitation to inspect the improvements
made this season by Ed. J. Harrington in
and around his sa!e and feed stable on the
corner of Seventh and Market streets, and
looked over (ho eight tenement bouses be
has erected, the last of which has just
been completed. Mr. Harrington has
been largely instrumental in building up
and improving North Market street and
was one of the main projectors of the
grading and grave] log of Market and
Seventh streets. Our visit proved tons
that what be does is well performed. The
tidy and tasty appearance of each house,
six of them being on Market itreet and
two on Seventh street, shows that Mr. II.
knows how to look after the comfort and
convenience of his tenants. They are.
neat, cosy structures, of late style in archi-
tecture, and are au ornament to the streets
on which they are located. As is molt
generally known Mr. H.’s principal busi-
ness for the put year has been teaming,
and be informs us that he still proposes to
continue U fbr another year, and in the
spring intends, with the permission of the
Common Council snd the support of the
business men, to place upon our principal
streets a handsome street sprinkler and
will endeavor to do the work satisfactori-
ly. "He claims that in view of his being a
resident of the city, and a tax-payer, that
he should have as much encouragement aa
any person engaged in the same business.
From the proceedings of the Common
Council, published in our last issue, it
will be seen that he has made a liberal of-
i rfm
ter to tbo council for the granting of that
privilege, but we are Informed that tbo
City Attorney has decided that the coun
ell has not the right to grant exclusive
privileges to water takers so tbaHhe mat-
ter will depend entirely upon the individ-
ual support given him by the business
men of the city and they will decide
whether he will place a first-class sprink-





Anarchist Lingg’s Bombs Were
Loaded with Deadly
Dynamite.
Spies, Fielden, and Schwab Deny
Any Kgowledge of the
Missiles.
Chicago, Nor. 8.
TOe excitement caused by tbe discovery of
oombs lu Lilian's cell in tbe County Jail con-
tinuos at white heat. A careful examination of
the bombi has proved beyond question that
they wore filled with dynamite. How
they came into the posssession of the
prisoner still remains a mystery. The
box containing thorn was a common starch-
box that had been in Lingg's cell for some
time. He used it to throw odds and ends into
When tbe deputies ran across it, during their
search of the cell, it apparently held nothing
suspicious and was kicked out of the door
witn tue other rubbish. In the gallery were a
couple of prisoners who were there to carry
down the trash. Picking up the starch-box,
a piece of gas-pipe rolled out. Deputy-Bheriff
Hogan saw what It was iu an instant, and put
it in his pocket without saying a word. He
took the box into his hands for closer Inspection
and heard something rattle, although it was
empty. The result was that a loose false bot-
tom was discovered, and beneath wore found
the remaining three bombs. There were fifty
people in the jail at the time who saw the
bombs and the box. Engel's foolish attempt
to commit suicide led to the investigation
which exposed Ling's murderous plot.
August Spies received a letter from professor
William M. Salter yesterday, asking him to
put iu writing bis views on tne finding of the
bombs in Lingg's cell. After its completion the
reply was handed to Fielden and Schwab, both
of whom indorsed what Spies had written. The
letter is as follows :„ -Chicago, hi.. Nor. 7. 1837.
Mn, Bai.ter: It is useless for mo and my
friends to say that wo had no knowledge of any-
thing of tho kind. No sane man would have
bombs in his cell or countenance any such a
thing in a cell-think of itl-subject to a search
at any moment and at all times. The first in-
reoe*ved of the matter came from
Sheriff Matson last evening. I could not be-
lieve it at first, and con hardly believe
It now. I haven't spoken to Lingg for—
I think — nine months. I don't know
much of him, but I think that he is a mon-
omaniac. Had only seen him once or twice be-
lore we were put together and charged with
conspiracy.' I don’t believe that a single one
of the other prisoners had even as much os a
uspicion, for, otherwise, they would undoubt-
edly have reasoned the man out of his folly
What use was he going to make of the sheila?
Throw them into the jail? What intention,
what object could there have been in such an
undertaking? I repeat no sane man would be
capable of such a thing.
•Lingg as far as I can judge him, seeks to be
martyred, and, to be candid, would like tho
rest of us to go with him. Did ho put those in-
struments into his cell so that they might be
found? This is the question I have been ask-
ing myself. If be had them there for any pur-
pose, this is the only one that looks plausible
to me. He wants to die, thinking thereby to
help tho causo of labor. But he wanted us to
die also. Perhaps ho thought that the best
and surest way to bring this about was to place
a few bombs in his cell. • • • I have never
met as peculiar a man as lie is before in my
lue. ana for almost a year I have considered
* monomaniac, and have had nothing to
do with him.
“You esk mo to condemn his action. It's use-
less to condemn the action of an irresuonsible
man ! If any one holds ns, or any one of us re-
sponsible for Lingg’s deeds, then I can 't see wny
we shouldn’t be held responsible for any mis-
chief, whatsoever, committed in the world. And
!t has actually come to that. We are being
made the scapegoats for everything. Very sin-
cerely yours, » a. Spias."
"In the above I fully concur.* ‘Michael Schwab."
I also concur iu the above statement.
Adolph Fischer also addressed a brief nobs to
w}*lch »ayB : “I don’t know what to
think of it. I cannot compreheud that 1 mgg
Intended to take the lives of the Jail officials,
who in every respect have treated us very kind-
ly. Neither do I believe that Lingg wanted to
commit suicide, because he possesses to
much courage. The whole affair is a
puule to mo. May my fate be what
« “ay. 1 will be grateful to the jail officials for
their kind treatment to the last. - Engel acted
like a big, gruff bear with a sore head all day
i.. complexly recovered from
the ill-ell ects of his attempt at suicide. He not
only acknowledged to Dr. Uray that he had «
taken the laudanum with suicidal intent, but
also told the doctor that he had tukou sixteen
morphiue pills at one time Friday night for the
ame purpose, he said that he had both tho
plus and the laudanum in his cell for over a
year. Dr. Gray gave it as his opinion that tho
reason the pills did not cauoe death was that
the sugar-coating hod so hardened as to make
them insoluble, and consequently not more
than one or two of them had dissolved.
Beginning to-day, everybody will bo excluded
mm the jail and the prisoners will not bo let
out of their colls again until the night before
the execution.
It is claimed that 16,000 names petitioning
for clsmcncy have been collected in the city
within tho last three days. 1
The jail guard has been doubled, and the
police find some trouble in keeping the streets
about the prison cleared. Every caller is sub-
jected to a series of questions, and unless he
has some business requiring his presence in tho
building he is unceremoniously “fired" down
the stone steps and hustled along by the guard
on the outside. Inside tbe jail two or three
down deputies, armed to the teeth, patrol the
comdors, while a like number bar the entrance
to tho jail office.
Thetwo old gallows in tho County Jail on
which It is proposed to hang the anarchists
have been repaired, and are now stored in the
basement under the insane ward attached to
the County Jail. One of the instruments of
EAST.
A New Haven dispatch says that John
Hodel, a silk-weaver living at Hebron,
Conn., shot bis wife and then set fire tp
the house. Two children were burned to
death. Hodel fled, but is now under airest.
He had been on a spree for about a week,
and when himself was a quiet, good-na-
tured fellow, but drinktnade him crazy.
David Scott, of the firm of Vernon
Bros. A Co., paper dealers of New York,
is missing. Scott issued the firm’s indorse-
ment to the extent of $60,000, and besides
that he has out notes of his own to an un-
known amount.
A SYNDICATE of New York and Phila-
delphia capitalists have secured control of
the New York Graphic, and the paper will
continue to be independent Democratic in
tone. Col. Frank A. Burr, of the Phila-
delphia Times, will be the editor.
WEST.
Miss Sallie Hopkins, of Springfield,
Mo., knelt in a boat, fastened a short rope
around her neck, and pulled on it until she
choked to death.
Leading stove manufacturers of the
United States have been in conference at
Cleveland, Ohio. One of the delegates
said the market was fully supplied, and
that prices were quite low. Gas was the
fuel of the future, and the meeting had
been called to perfect stoves and grates for
its use.
Near Grand Junction, Col, a number
of masked men stopped a Denver and Rio
Grande express traio, compelled the em-
ployes to leave their positions, and then
entered the coaches and robbed the passen-
gers. They failed, however, in their at-
tempt to rifle the express safe, but cut the
mail pouches and carried off the contents
of the registered packages. After holding
the train over an hour the bandits, with
their plunder, fled to the mountains.
Exploration of the ruins of the build-
ings wrecked by the recent explosions at
St Louis indicates that they were not
caused by gas or oil. A clew to the iden-
tity of the conspirators may be obtained.
One of the most exciting scenes that ever
occurred in St. Louis, or perhaps any other
city, took place at the Union Depot the
other day, and for a time created not only*
a tremendous excitement, but tbe wildest
kind of a scare among the people present.
A train bearing John Robinson's circus and
menagerie was wrecked at tbe depot, and a
Bengal tiger, two lions, a leopard, a jaguar, an
ibex, and a vulture escaped. Tbe wildest kind
of a commotion followed. Depot officials and
policemen ran frantically about shouting
warnings, and there was a general and
quick stampede from tbe yards to the streets
beyond. The circus and dejK)t men then made
search for the animals. The leopard was found
crouched under a freight car, and an attempt
was made to lasso him. hut it failed, and the
animal rushed from cover, hit a man severely
in the leg on his way out, bounded into the
ticket office, and then jumped through a tran-
som into the Superintendent's office. He was
besieged by the circus men, and after several
attempts to capture him and two or three shots
being fired at him, he was covered with a tar-
paulin and secured. The other animals were
captured in the same manner.
The Crow Indian troubles in Montana
have culminated in bloodshed. A dispatch
from the agency says:
Scout Campbell and Interpreter Tobacco Jake
were sent to the Indian village Saturday, order-
ing the chiefs to come to General Huger, at head-
quarters. Pretty Eagle harangued tne camp,
and Pretty Eagle, Take’s Wronkle, Crazy Head!
Iron lork, Dancing Woman, Kearney, Two
Belly, and Spotted Horse rode before to General
Kuger's quarters. The following parley then
took place : General Frank Armstrong-I have
been sent by tho great father to set-
tle the trouble. You must give us
everything and turn over the chief be-
sides the men. General Ruger will settle it his
way. That’s all. Pretty Eagle-We are will-
Ing to give up Sword-Bearer, hut can’t give up
the others. Gen. Kuger-I want all the bad
young men. You must bring them by 12 o’clock.
(To Crazy Head;, I want your hoy, too. Pretty
Eagle and the other chiefs then returned to
their camp. The cavalry were drawn up iu
full field order on the eminence fronting the
Indian position. The Indians soon began
riding about and singinc war songs. At tho
end of the time allowed the Indians to come in
with the bad young men tbe cavalry advanced,
the infantry took position, and tho Indians
opened fire. At the first volley Corporal Chas.
Sampson, of troop K, 1st cavalry, was shot
dead. Private Eugene Molloy, of troop K, was
wounded four times. The cavalry now ad-
vanced upon tho Indians, driving them into the
brush. Sword-Bearer and four other Indians
were killed.
gone into effect, and, it is alleged, is to
continue eighteen months. Standard Oil
is to divide the profits of 5,000,000 barrels by you and the public you represent, we desire
UNCLE SAM’S LEDGER.
employment.
In his annual report the Governor of
Alaska pats the valne of the taxable prop-
erty of the Territory at $10,000,000. The
vrhite population numbers only 5,000.
Mr. George Arthur, United States
Naval Surgeon, fell from a train near
Salem, Vo., and was killed.
Western Union’s capital stock has
been increased $5,000,000, raising the total
to $66,200,000.
An assignment has been made by John
Harney and J. B. McQuestion, proprietors
of woolen mills at Hespeler, Out. Their
liabilities are placed at $200,000.
. FOREIGN. ~
The periodical dynamite scare has pos-
session of London iust now, and the police
are on the alert lor mysterious-looking
Irish- Americans.
The great dramatic attraction of the sea-
son in London has closed. The typical
American, Buffalo Bill, gave the last per-
formance of the Wild West show in the
presence of an enormous andience.
The Irish Nationalist O’Brien is Caus-
ing as much trouble in confinement as he
did when at liberty. The governor of the
prison in which he is incarcerated is in a
quandary as to what to do with him, and
has telegraphed the Prisons Board asking
for advice. __
THE ANARCHISTS.
George Francis Train, immediately
on receiving the news of the Supreme
Court decision, rushed off to a telegraph
office in Omaha and sent the folio wing dis-
patch:
Citizen Edward Devine, Editor Western News-
man, Chicago:
Leave Cock-Roche-VHle to Cock-Rocho, and
join me at Toronto. Expatriation forever.
George Francis Train.
“There, that settles it. I’m off for Can-
ada, where there is free speech and free
press. No more Omaha; I’m off. Good-
by, America!” were the last words deliver-
ed by Train.
Business at the various Chicago gun
stores has been brisk during the last few
days, says a special from that city. The
purchasers of revolvers are generally well-
dressed business men.
Thomas Owens, a carpenter, fell from
a building at Homestead, near Pittsburgh,
Pa., and had his neck broken. After his
death it was developed that he came from
Chicago, and was an anarchist of the most
rabid character. He told a fellow-workman
that he had thrown a bomb at the Hay-
market riot, and in his trunk were found
letters that in a measure corroborated his
stories. A Chicago dispatch says in refer-
ence to Owens’ alleged confession:
The police unhesitatingly pronounce the story
a fake -In other words, the unreliable crea-
tion of on Imaginative brain. John Bonfleld,
Inspector of Police, when shown the dispatch
called it nonsense. “The wav sensational tele-
grams are being sent to this’ citv from Pitts-
burgh.’’ he said, “would lead 'an unsophisti-
cated person to think that all of Chicago's an-
archists had emigrated to the smoky city.
Ibis story, like all the others concerning
the anarchists which come from Pittsburgh
does not require much wit to disprove/
Chief of Police Ebersold B&id th&t the story ou
its face was hut a sensational creation and did
not deserve a second thought. Michael Schwab,
the condemned anarchist, came os near laugh-
ing at the story as it is possible for a man to
come with the rope dangling before his eyes.
The story is utterly improbable.'’ said he.
“The statement that Oweus, before he went to
Pittsburg, was a partner of Schnuubelt is untrue.
The young man who was tho alleged bomb-
thrower’s friend and intimate acquaintance is a
young mechanic who never attended a meeting
or had anything in common with Sonuauhelt’s
views. Ho is still in Chicago. I know of no
such person as Owens." “It’s absurd.’’ was
Parsons’ sententious comment on the Owens
“confession,’’ and then he promptly walked
away to avoid an interview.
In a
ever we said or did, or said or did publicly, we
have never supported, or plotted to commit, an
unlawful act, and while we attacked the present
social arrangeinrnts, In writing and speech, and
exposed their iniquities, we have never con-
sciousiv broken any laws. So far from having
planned tho killing of anybody at the Haymar-
ket, or anywhere else, tho very object of that
meeting was to protest against tho commission
of murder. We believe it to be our duty os
friends of labor and liberty to oppose other use
of force than that which is necessary in tho de!
tense of sacred rights against unlawful attacks
And our efforts have been in the direction oi
elevating mankind, and to remove, as muon as
Some Intereiting Points from tho
Treasury Statement for
October.
The Debt Seduced Oyer $16,000,000
During the Month, and $41,-
000.000 in Four Months.
[Washington special]
T 110 fltfttoinent of tho Treasury for the month
possible,’ the cause's of crime in’socIety“U Our ' ^“tcloi6d pre>anta severa! points of interest.
of personal gain The 0UBtom8 r<,oe|P‘» aw *2,000,003 more than
“nd n‘“*erred at Mines In our judgment. y«.. “"“Ml the first four months of tne fiscal vear
man baTy°i Io*Lod “ankini 'not*' wisely \*u t too
wolL If, in the excitement of prouagatlnu our
views, wo were led into expressions which
caused workingmen to think that aggressive
force was a proper instrument of reform wo
regret it We deplore th. lo.. of life w't”
Haymarket, at McCormick's factory, at East
St. Louis, and at tho Chlcogo Stock Yards
\ ery respectfully, a. Spies,
Michael Schwab,
Samuel Fielden.
A Springfield (HI.) dispatch of Mon-
day says:
The interest in the anarchist case is ap-
proaching fever heat at the capital and through-
out Central Illinois as tho date of the execution
of the condemned men approaches. Every
movement of Governor Oglesby is watched
with fervid curiosity. Petitions and communi-
cations are pouring in upon him, and ho is the
busiest man in tho State. He refuses
to talk about tho case. The Gov-
ernor has received a number of letters
threatening violence if he refuses to exercise
executive clemency in behalf of the condemned
men. Gen. W. H. Parsons bos addressed a
long appeal to Gov. Oglesby, in which ho re-
views tho trial and tho evidence in the case
and argues that his brother. A. 11. Parsons, ii
not guilty.
DEATH OF JENNY LIND.
Jenny Lind Goldschmidt, tho cele-
brated Swedish singer, passed away quietly
at her home near London on the 2d of No-
vember. She was bom in Stockholm,
Sweden, Oct 6, 1821. From infancy she
showed a remarkable talent for singim?,
and at 9 years of age was given admission
to a musical academy. She made such
progress that in a year she was deemed
fitted for the stage,- on which she made
SOUTH.
At Louisville, Ky., Charles B. Brown-
field, a dissipated character, cut the throats
of his wife, his 10-year- old daughter, and
his brother-in-law, William F. Bruner, and
then hanged himself. He left a note stat-
ing that he was tired of life owing to his
propensity for gambling; that he did not
want his wife and child to be left penni-
less; and that he killed Bruner because he
didn’t think he was fit to live. Brownfield
was 27 years old and a son of ’Squire Geo.
H. Brownfield. He was a drummer for the
death i. understood to be large MouaTtelhe *1°* °f aQd WaS ttl-
execution of three men, and tiio othor8ha8 boon B ^uown 118 a B°ber, industrious young
enlarged ao as to accommod ate four. man*
Measures have been taken by some leading
firms in the business center of the city to pro-
tect their nroiieny against dynamite. Quite a
number of Pinkerton men are employed toP**?1 of Marshall Field's new
wholesale building, at Franklin and Adams
streets, all night It has also been deemed ad-
visable to provide the employes with small
arms, and each man has been furnished with a
revolver and has been instructed to use it if
necessary.
uhe J“ror wbo >at ,n the an*
hT1 *firaat«ned with death
on the day of tbe hanging of the Chicago an-
archists. He is now living in 8t. Paul. Last
Saturday he received a letter from State’s At-
torney Orinnell. of Chicago, advising him not
to oomo here,
great danger. __ _
stay at home and look out for hie safety
WASHINGTON.
As there is no money with which to
pay for the expense of the necessary sur-
veys and examinations, the action of Con-
gress last session for the distribution of
lands in severalty to Indians cannot now-
be carried into effect
Washington dispatches state that the
sending of the bomb to the house of Chief
Justice Waite was a hoax. It was the work
; a; his life would Mrt^fnlybe^n a V°ug bj the nam® °f Sherburne
r. Mr. Grinneli advised him to i ll0Pkin8» vrho makes a precarious living
i and look out for his safety on that by ®Utfig sensational news to the corre-
Parsons wrote a letter yesterday, In which he RTn
charged that eomebody on the7 outside not w,Lole Bcheme was invented
friendly to the anarchists smuggled tbe bombs ̂  Mmsalf and Arthur D. Sperry, a re-
into Lingg’s cell This is the view taken by porter on a local paper, for the purpose of
anything about them.
Five thousand Unite .... ..... ..
the way to Chicago from the West. Every soh
dler it armed with a repeating rifle, two self-
cooking revolvers and extra rounds of car-
tridges. _ _____
Closed Its Doors.
The Fifth National Bank of St, Louis
has closed itadoore owing to continual
withdrawal of fundi by depositor!. The
capital was $390,000, and the deposits are
figured at $400,000, all of which, it is al-
leged, will be paid in fall. Several firms
are affected by the failure.
kins» in his confession, said the small vial
which was found in the package contained
only ink and a very small quantity of pow-
der, just sufficient to borst the phial and
alarm the person who might open the pack-
__ 
generalT
Thirty-fiye cases of cholera have oc-
curred on the steamer Alesia, and of these
nineteen have proved fatal.
The ihnt-down of oil wells, manipu-
lated by the Producers’ Protective Associ-
ation and the Standard Oil Company, has
speech at a meeting of the Pro
gressive Labor party at New York, S. E.
Shevitch, editor of the Leader, said that
if the condemned men in Chicago were
executed, “something, thousands of times
worse than the late civil war, would fol-
low," and that persons concerned in the
“outrageous murder will have to answer
for the blood they shed by every spark of
life in their worthless bodies."
The discovery of dynamite in the cell of
one of the condemned Chicago anarchists
was the reigning sensation in Chicago on
Sunday. A Chicago special of Monday
says:
Through the alertness and caution of Sheriff
Matson and Chief Jailer Folz, of the County
Jail, an immense sensation was occasioned at 9
o'clock yesterday morning by the discovery of
four dynamite bombs, loaded, capped, and
“fused,’’ and ready to be exploded at a mo-
ment's notice, in cell No. 22, occupied by An-
archist Lonia Lingg. It is almost certain that
they were to he used for suicidal purposes by
Lingg, Fischer. Engel, and Parsons in case
that Gov. Oglesby refused to grant them a par-
don. Tho four bombs were made of ordinary
*Huch gas-pipe, which instead of explod-
ing would serve the purpose of gnn-bar-
reli. On one end of each were fixed a
cap and fuse, while the other end contained
small bolts that would fly out as bullets from a
gun. from the force created bv the explosion
of the cap. From his knowledge of the methods
of making bombs for various purposes, Capt
Sohaack gave it as his opinion that the bombs
found in Lingg's cell were intonded to be used
only as a means of cheating the gallows. It
was doubtless the intention of Lingg, as well
as of tho other three, to put one end of the
bomb in his mouth aud light the fuse, just as
he would a* cigar. Tho resultant explosion
would, it was believed, prove fatal.
George Engel, the condemned an-
archist, tried to commit suicide in his cell
by taking opium early Sunday morning.
Says a Chicago dispatch:
By the prompt use of the usual remedies
given in oases of poisoning he was restored to
consciousness in about ton minntes. Dr. Gray,
as soon as he saw Engel, said that ho had taken
some powerful opiate. The pupileof his eyes
were widely dilated, and the action of his heart
was almost imperceptible. When tho an-
arcblst recovered oonscioneness an effort
was made to induce him to drink acme
coffee or swallow an antidote. He firmly de-
clined to take anything whatever. “If yon lei
me cook it myself I’ll drink some coffee," he
said; but w nen tbe jail officials consented to
that Engel said he “had changed bis mind,"
and refused to anything. He positively denied
that be bod attempted to commit snicide, but
said that “he had boon drinking a little whis-
*1: .“Whero did you get it?" he was asksd.
Oh, I got it easy enough," he answered.
August Spies, Michael Schwab, and
Samuel Fielden, says a Chicago special,
have followed up the formal petition to the
Governor which they signed a few days
ago with a second communication of a still
more important character. The document
reads os follows:
her appearance in juvenile parts at-
tracting considerable attention by her
dramatic talents as well os by her vocal
accomplishments. At 16 she had become
the reigning prima donna of the Stockholm
opera. In 1840 she went to Paris and re-
ceived instruction from Garcia, the first
singing-master of Europe. In 1844 she
first appeared before an audience outside
her native city iu Berlin. From this time
her reputatien grew with each perform-
ance, and she was received with en-
thusiasm at all tbe leading musical
cities of Europe. She made her first
appearance in London in 1847, and in Sep-
tember, 1850, was brought to the United
States by P. T. Barnum, and was every-
where received with the wildest enthusi-
asm. In 1852 she was married in Boston
to Otto Goldschmidt, a young pianist who
accompanied her. Since her marriage she
has refused all offers to appear on the
stage, only singing occasionally in con-
certs. She resided in Germany until 1858,
when she removed to England, where she
has since lived.
MARKET REPORTS.„ NEW YORK.
CATO* ........................... * 4.75 & 5.25
Wueat-No. 1 White ........ .... '.es 1 M
Cons— No. 2 ......... 53 .55*
Oats— White ...................... ^ ,40
Pork-Now Moss... ............. 14.50 (315.00„ , CHICAGO.
CATTLE-Choico to Prime Steers 5.00 & 5.50
Good ................... 4.00 & 4.50
Common ............... 2.75 ($3 50
Hoos-ShiMping Grades .......... 4.1.O ($4.75
kixjun— Winter Wheat ....... ... 3.75 ,4 4.25
Wheat— No. 2 Rod Winter. ...ffi .72 .73
Oats— No. 2 ...................... ‘25 $ ,’g.i
Butter— Choice Creamery ....... 23 rt 2fl„ Fine Dairy ............. ig ($ *2u
Cheese— Full Cream, now ....... 11 ($ uu
Egos— Fresh ..... . ............... jg <$
Potatoes— ChoicT; per hu ..... jw 75
Pork-Moss ..................... 1275 @13!25
MILWAUKEE.
WHEAT-Cash. .................... (J5 .70 )
Corn— No. 2 ....................... ^ ,42
SJATS-No. a White ................ )!*<$ .31*
Rye-No. 1 ........................ ^ t5a
Pork-Moss ..................... .... (313.50_ ST. LOUIS.WHKAT-No atod ............... 72 #72!4
Corn— Mixed ..................... 3**9 .39
Gats— Cash ....................... 25' & .25*
Pork— Mess ...................... 12.25 <312.75w „ TOLEDO.
WHEAT-Caib ...............
CoRN-Mixed ................ .7.7




Wheat-No 1 White ...........
Corn— Mixed ...................
Oats— No. 2 White ..............* , CINCINNATL
2 .......  .76 & .76*
UvnHoos ........ ........ ....... 4.25 0 4.75„ BUFFALO.
Wheat-No. 1 Hard ......... 84 <a gm
Corn-No. 2 Yellow ....... !!!.!! |48*0 JO*
.......................... <03*0 8.00**
- n INDIAN APOLIb!
2o«ICATn*K .................... *.50 0 4.75
............................ 4.25 0 4.75
DHEEP,,,,..,,,... .... 8 00 (4 4.00
Oats— Mixed ........ • ......... ‘04
rA_rrM p. EAST LIBERTY.
Cattle— Prime ................. 4.50 0 5.00
'alr ................... 4.00 0 180
Common .............. 3.25 «• 8.75
. ...... ... ....... ........ 4.50 0 5.00
.......... .......... .... 8.75 0 4.25
__ __ fiscal year
than during the same portion of the previous
fiscal year. The internal revenue receipts
show a gain of 8 i, 00 J, 000 for the month and
more than M.OCO.OOO for tha four mont hs. The
miscellaneous receipts show more diminution
for October, and a trifling increase for the fiscal
year current. The aggregate receipts show an
th0 month and over
*TM,' r th® lMt ‘hirtlof the flscel year.
Vi IS?! re'e“ue 101 tbs month was 811,-
tbi?W'^m?rn,^®f0'ir m0nth* a llttle mor*cuan 129,001,000. As compared with th«
ordinarjT expend^
itures for October show a decrease of i2,5uu,000t
fast ifil?«pareiwllh 1110 Baai0 ,olrr months of
1 hlv« !filbe “binary expenditures since July
f,l n ott more than 88.000,001. PensionE S?»ow a *alllnR 011 of moro than
tor 1110 month, but on increase of con-
iKL IEbl¥ TL® than fc’-SoO.WJ for four months.
Q«I-tbe*j8t»I(iur months tho payments havb
rriatiV°W» th(mia“n less than
^S&.^L'a^t£SSSSA'Sw.Sibi
reduction of over 83, 00J, 000 for the month and
“moreareof more than 83,5J0,0u0.for tho four
month" The reduction of the national debt, or
the total debt less cash In tho Treasury waa
816,833,695 for October and 840,736,03> for the foJJJ
months. The reduction of nearly *17,000,000 in
the net debt during October was effected by a
redemption of over $5,000,(03 of bonds and an
inorease of 111,4*9,039 in tbe cash balance or so-
called surplus in the Treasury. The reduction
In the principal of the interest-bearing debt
during the last four months has been *44, 545,-
Knn’(fJJd .V10 ,un,lu8 bas increased nearly *11,.
shaeeJune 30 bWpt' aU’ a11*1 nearlJr 5*6, 000, 000
The transformation of tho Treasury’s silver
into gold is going on with marked rapidity,
when the present administration came in the
stock of gold was low and running down, and
the stock of silver was largo and increasing, and
there was no very great difference be-
tween the amounts of gold and Oliver
held in the Treasury. The last Republican
Bocretary aud the first Democratic Secre-
tary for some months were afraid to pay out
gold for bonds lest tho gold should bo exhaust-
ed and the Treasury be compelled to lorco sil-
ver payments on the Governmout creditors,
wince the administration began the bold policy
of redeeming bonds freely, the gold bas nearly
doubled, though disbursed liberally, and tbe
silver has fallen off a third or more, though
forced upon no one. The Government now holds
in gold *202,859,932— considerably more than it
ever owned before— an increase for the month
of more than Ho, 000,009, and for four months
of nearly 8l6,ooo.0uo. Tho silver owned by
the Government is 958.182 571-a decrease of
nearly *j, 509,090 for the month and of moro
than 815,000,090 in four months. BinceJulyl
the Government’s gold has increased more than
$15,000,000 and its stock of silver has decreased
more than H5.(X)j,000. Tho circulation of silvei
bas increased, both in tho form of certificates
ami in the form of coins. The outstanding
silver certificates have increased for the month
*6.559,131, and for four mouths *18,595,940. Th#
silver dollars in circulation have in-
creased *2,244,284 for tbe month, and
$7,084,478 for tho four months. On th#
other hand, the net reduction in the circula-
tion of national bonks was *851, -.27 for th#
mouth and 8V9, 433,540 for twelve months. While
nearly $2,500,009 of national bank ciroulatioa
was surrendered and destroyed in October.
*288,520 was issued to now banks and *1,348,29)
was issued to banks increasing their cireola*
tion. The outstauding national bank eircnla*
tion amounts to $271, *>1,274, of which 9169,215,.
067 is secured by tbe deposit of bonds and
*102,586,20'/ is represented by lawful money de-
posited with tho Treasurer to redeem this por-
tion of tbe national bank circulation.
How littlo silver is being paid into the Trea#>
ury is shown by tbe fact that the percentage of
silver certificates in tho receipts of the New
York Custom House has fallen off from 16.2 ia
January to 9.1 in October. The gold certiflcatea
formed about 3 percent, of the totil in July.
1886, which is about the time the redemption oi
bonds was resumed, and since September, 1886,
tbe gold certificates have formed never les#
than two-thirds of tbe total and most of tha
time about three-fourtbs. For tbe last thre#
months they have been nearly four-fifths of tha
whole. Tbe present surplus, if calculated as II
was under previous administrations, would b#
8180,881,803.
Following ii a recapitulation of tbe publio
debt statement issued on the 1st Inst., cents
omitted :
»t._ . INTEREST-BEARING DEBT.
Bonds at 4* percent ............... * 230,544,600
Bonds at 4 per cent ................. 732,447,550
Ref unduig certificates at 4 per cent. 155,030
Navy pension fund at 3 per cent. . . . 14,000,000









DEBT BEARING NO INTEREST.
Old demand and legal-tendor notes *346,738,121
Certificates of deposit ............... 7,215,00(9
Gold certificates .................... 99,684.763
Silver certificates ................... 160,713,957
Fractional currency (less *8,375,931,




















Less cash items available for reduc-
tion of tbe debt ................... * 879,625,308
Less reserve held for redemption of
United States notes ............... 100,000,000
Total ............................ f 379,625.308
Total debt lets available cash
items ........................ *1,293,451,496
Net cash in the Treasury ........... 56,758,704
Debt less cash In Treasury Nov. 1.
1887,. .... ......  ••*1,238,692,701
Debt less cash in Treasury Oct.
1, 1887 ............................. 1,255,526,396
Decrease of debt daring the
month ......................... S 16,833,695
Decrease of debt since Jane 30,
1887 ............ • ................. 40,736,085
CASH IN THE TREASURY AVAILABLE FOB THE RE-
DUCTION OP PUBLIO DEBT.
Gold held for gold certificates actu-
ally outstanding ..................
Silver held for silver certificates ac-
tually outstanding ................
U. 8. notes held for oertlfloates of
deposit actually outstanding .....
Cash held for matured debt and in-
terest unpaid .....................









Total available ................ 1879.625,30a
RESERVE POND.
Held for redemption of U. a notes,
acts January 14, 1875, and July
12,1882. ...........................  100,000,000'
Unavailable for red action of debt :
Fractional silver coin .............. 9 24,468,135
Minor coin. ..... .....•*.• 51,400
Total ....................... .....
Certificates held as cash. ...........




Total cash In Treasury as shown by
the Treasurer’s general account. .* 497,383,201
^wwm i ., vi|p| p|i^i jif,!— - •••:
THE BRAVEST OF BATTLES.
BT JOAQUIN MILLER.
The braveit battle that ever was (oaght,
Shall I tell you where and when ?
On the maps of the world tou'II find it nofef
'Twos fought by the mothers of men.
Kay, not with cannon or battle shot,
With a sword, or nobler pm ;
Kay, not with eloquent word or thought
From mouth of wonderful men.
Bat deep in a walled-un woman’s heart—
Of woman that would not yield—
But bravely, silently boro her part—
Lo ! there is that battle-field.
No marshalling troops, no bivouac song,
No banner to gleam and wave !
But, oh, these battles ! they last so long—
From babyhood to the grave I
A WAR EXPERIENCE.
A. Story of the Late War.
“How old did you say ?” asked the
Commander-in-chief.
“Nineteen.”
i “And the man?”
“A little older.”
The Commander-in-chief puffed his
cigar at thoughtful intervals. The war
was by twenty-two years a thing of the
past, but as head of a great commercial
enterprise a military title still clung to
him from out of his war experience,
and he did not dislike it, for some of
his war memories appeared to be his
most cherished mental treasures. So
he debated with his cigar over the two
young people whoso sentimental rash-
ness had brought them into public
notice, and as he debated he was look-
ing backward over the diverse pano-
rama of two decades of life, through
the rifted smoke clouds of a great re-
bellion at a little drama that seemed
almost a dream, but which to him was,
perhaps, the best-remembered inci-
dent of all the five year’s fight. And
when he told it, half musingly, the
listeners did not wonder. The ways of
Fate are very diverse, and it some-
times happens to the least imaginative
in the maddening crowd that a face
which is looked into only for a moment
is never forgotten in all the lengths of
the years that follow. Perhaps it was
so with the Commander-in-chief. Per-
haps not In any event, nobody dared
to ask.
“In the fall of 1863,” he began, “1
was stationed with a detachment at
Paint Rock, Ala. We were drawing on
the enemy for supplies— foraging, in
fact Our crackers and hard-tock wo
got from Stevenson, but for fodder for
onr horses and anything to add sumptu-
ousness to the appearance of the frying
pa we had to depend on the country.
For some weeks I had sent out the
wagon train to the east, the south-
east, and down the valley of the Paint
Rock Creek. The only direction left
for investigation was at the west,
where, at a distance of twenty-one
miles, was Huntsville, then the capital
of Northern Alabama, which, up to the
time of the war, hail been a wealthy,
aristocratic and fashionable city. Weil,
one pleasant morning I sent the wagons
across the creek and followed them
with a guard of twenty men. It was
reported from time to time that the
country ahead of us was full of rebel
guerrillas, but we saw no signs of them,
an<^ for two months had no trouble
whatever with any foe.
“After crossing the creek the wagons
took a road which wound along the
foot of a spur at the Blue Ridge Mount-
ains, whicn rose green, heavily wooded,
and picturesque at our backs. We
passed several small clearings and
plantations, whose log houses were
tilled with hot-blooded and hot-temp-
ered Southern women, whose evident
desire to flay us with their finger-nails
rather interfered with that sweet spirit
of hospitality for which the South is
famous. At a distance of seven miles
I halted the detachment at a cool but
sinister-looking place in the road,
known to all the country round as
‘The Gap.’
“The Gap’ was the entrance to a
pass through one of the outlying mount-
ain spurs. It was a deep hollow,
heavily wooded. The dense growth of
towering pines and firs grew close to
the roadside. The woody spaces were
so filled with undergrowth and blocked
. by fallen trees that as you peered into
the dark recesses of the forest on
either side a hostile army might have
been sheltered there without you being
able to perceive a button. I remember
the looks of the place, because the first
time I saw it it made me rather un-
easy, and the last time but one that I
saw it I came near staying there for
good, as did, in fact, some other poor
fellows who were not so fortunate.
“Well, after a rest, we kept on, and
a few miles further we came on a plan-
tation of 750 acres, with a large and
comfortable looking residence near the
roadside. The wagons hail reached
there long before us. They were being
rapidly filled from a row of well stored
corn-cribs at the back of the house. I
had just gotten off my horse near the
door when two girls came toward  me,
and if I were not telling this story,
gentlemen, I would honestly declare
that they were the two prettiest girls I
ever saw in my life.
“They were both tall and slender,
vith graceful and womanly figures.
They were dressed in dark-blue calico,
and had no artificial aids to their fresh
young beauty. Their faces were intel-
ligent and full of resolution, yet
marked bv that shyness which belongs
tc girls who are well born and bred in
comparative seclusion. The elder,
Ellen, was dark-eyed and dark-haired.
Addie was 17, two years younger
than her sister, and a ye)\ow-haired
and blue-eyed blonde. The apparition
they presented astonished us. I think
all the men took off their hats instinct-
ively. I know I did. And as my hat
was a real Mexican sombrero, and
matched the long Mexican spurs that
(
jingled on my heels, I was rather fond
of keeping it on my head,
“It was Ellen who spoke, the other
staying a little behind. 'Sir,’ she said,
in a troubled voice, *you look like a
gentleman. One of your men has
taken our guitar. It is all that we have
left, and it is a great consolation. Will
you not be good enough to have it re-
turned?’
“The guitar was returned to her
forthwith as quickly as the man could
be found who had it She was profuse
in her thanks, and the light in the
younger sister’s eyes at tho salvation of
the instrument indicated how highly it
was valued. The corn and supplies
they did not appear to grieve over par-
ticularly, os I prevented any destruc-
tion of the cribs or any unnecessary
damage to the property. Consequently
I was very hospitably received in the
house. Tho family consisted of an old
gentleman named Sunderland, his
wife, and three daughters. Sunderland
was a well-to-do planter, though too
old to take arms. Ho was a doctor by
profession and a Methodist preacher by
choice. His family circle was, in its
refinement and the beauty of the girls,
something charming, particularly to a
horse soldier who for some years had
known only tho roughness of the camp.
The eldest daughter was married, her
husband being a captain in tho reliel
army. The other two were our fair
petitioners, and with them I enjoyed a
fiattering degree of popularity from
tho start”
The Commander-in-chief stopped
and gazed with a smile into the Ala-
bama of twenty years ago.
“Well,” he said, picking up the
thread of the story, “I need only say
that their fate was in my hands, that
all is fair in love and war, and from
that day forth I simply owned the
place, cornfields, niggers, guitars, and
Methodist preachers, all included.
And, gentlemen—" and he dwelt with
some particular and meaning em-
phasis upon the “and ;” “she, Ellen,
was 19 and I was 23.
“During the next two months all our
foraging somehow was in their direc-
tion. It seemed, perhaps, to the horses
that everything available in the food
line had migrated to tho district back
of tho Sunderland plantation, which
had to be passed in order to light on
anything at all There was something
about the Sunderland cuisine, too, that
must have appeared very tempting to my
men, for 1 did not willingly, I believe,
miss a meal. Ellen and I, in fact, were
constantly together. The old folks
made no objection. The blue eyes of
the golden-haired sister beamed tin
sweetest kind of approval, the days
were long, and the twilights of the dim
old fir woods perfect, and— I believe I
mentioned the fact, gentlemen,” said
the Commander-in-chief, with a sigh,
"that she was 19 and I was 23.
"I might remark parenthetically,
that there is nothing in life quite so
fascinating as to be isolated in the wil-
derness in company with a beautiful
woman. Several books have been
written with that one idea to carry
them, and, like Charles Reade’s ‘Foul
Play,’ they have always caught the
public’s eye. There was no senti-
mental talk between us. The crack of
the guerrilla rifle, the distant boom of
battle, the war smoke in the air, and
the period when no one know what a
day might bring forth were very ill
adapted for sincere love-making, and
that anything in the shape of man
could have made love to Ellen Sunder-
land insincerely it would take a pretty
bitter cynic to believe. But we were
together none the less ; together when
the tree shadows crept slowly across
the hot, still, brown fields as the sun
sank lower and lower toward the
mountains’ summits; together in the
stillness and loneliness of the moss-
grown aisles of tho woods ; in the noon-
tide heat ; together when the big round
harvest moon hung still and shimmer-
ing like a great shield of gold balanced
against the black velvet wall of the
autumn night universe. What wo said
and what we did and what we thought,
it matters not. It would be to you
very much like a chestnut, perhaps' to
dwell upon it. Every woman knows
who has ever been 19; every man re-
members who knew what it was
to be 23.
“Well, one day, when I had entered
the house, I had a surprise. I Lad
heard rumors of there being a wounded
rebel officer in hiding at the Sunder-
lands. I had paid no attention to them,
however, believing them to be without
foundation. But on this day, entering
the house as usual without knocking, I
opened the door of the reception room
or parlor, the first door on the right-
hand side of the hall, which ran
through the house. • There was a large
fire-place in this room on the side op-
posite the door. As I stepped in I saw
an easy chair, high-backed, in front of
this fire. I was instantly conscious in
some way — for I certainly saw nothing
of him— that a man, and a stranger,
was sitting in tbat chair. I did not at-
tempt to see any more. I stepped out,
closed the door, and quietly took a
chair in the sitting-room opposite. In
a moment or two the eldest daughter
came in hurriedly, pale and agitated.
“‘Mr. - 1’she gasped, ‘Did you go
into the* other room?’
“T did,’ said I
“ Did you see anybody?’
“ T did not,’ I answered very quietly.
She looked me squarely in the eye. I
looked squarely back. She bowed,
and, apparently relieved, passed out
“She had hardly gone before Addie
came in. She was confused at seeing
me in the sitting-room.
“ ‘Oh, Mr. - ,’ she said, and then
stopped in perplexity.
“ ‘What is it?' I asked.
“T was going to ask— I— that is— *
Did you go into the other room?’
“ T did,’ said I
“ Did you see anybody?'
“ T did not’
“And then, with the same question on
her lips, Ellen came in, ignorant of what
had occurred with tho others. She
was very grave, almost sad. She asked
me the same question in a low, an ap-
pealing tone. I did not like even a
subterfuge with her. When she asked
if I had penetrated the mysterious
apartment I asked, shaking my head:
“And why? Is there anything in
this house to conceal ?’
“The eldest sister, who had returned,
shook her head in denial. It was no
wonder. He was her husband, I sup-
pose. I looked at Ellen and Addie.
They looked away. They never looked
as lovely, at least to me. For they
would not tell a lie and they trusted
me.
“Well, I heard no more of the
stranger, and things ran on as before
for a week or two. Then there came
repeated rumors of tho guerrillas in tho
neighborhood, and we began to take
extra precautions. I continued to call
daily at the Sunderlands, and one after-
noon as I was going away, Ellen seemed
particularly ill at easa She was nerv-
ous, hesitating, and altogether unlike
herself. I said good-by to her at the
porch, and went out to my horse. As I
was about to mount she came out of
the house toward me bearing a long,
rich, crimson silk scarf, with fine tas-
sels of white silk at either end. She
held it out to me, saying :
“ ‘Will you wear this— for me ?’
“ T cannot rob you,’ I said. Outside
of the guitar I believe it was the only
thing of any value that she had left in
the world.
“ ‘Please wear it,’ she said. And
while I hesitated she deftly put it
around my neck, and before I sus-
pected had put her arms around, too, and
had kissed me squarely on the lips. As
I looked at her, quite staggered, in an
altogether happy state of surprise, the
tears sprang to her eyes, she turned
away and went hastily into the house.
“I rode down the road slowly. Her
conduct was so strange, the memory of
that kiss, the first and last she ever
gave me, was so tenacious that it drove
everything else out of my mind. My
rein fell upon my horse’s neck, and if
there had been a hostile sharpshooter
or a rebel troop anywhere about, I
would have been an easy prey. I had
five men with me, but they had gone
farther up the road and I did not wait
for them. I rode thoughtfully along
during most of the way for four miles.
Finally I approached ‘The Gap,’ the
nlace of w-hich I spoke, the darkest
aud most secluded section of the whole
distance.
“As I entered it I heard some one call-
ing behind me. In a little while I rec-
ognized Josh, my negro cook, who had
been visiting some plantation. He was
afraid, I suppose, and wanted protec-
tion, though he made some other ex-
cuse for calling me. I reined up in the
shade of a big fir by a white fallen
trunk in ‘The Gap’ and waited for him;
waited perhaps five minutes. I sat
twisting the tassels of the scarf and
thinking of Ellen ; I was an easy mark
as I sat there, a dead shot for any man
in hiding who had ever looked along a
gun-barrel.
“Then, with Josh a short distance
behind, I journeyed onward. I stopped
at a plantation some miles farther down
and waited for my men. They
did not come. I went back to
camp, got a detachment and went out
to look for them. We found them all
in ‘The Gap.’ They lay in the road in
the shadow of the big fir, by the white
trunk riddled with bullets from a guer-
rilla ambush, and had been shot dead
from their saddles not ten minutes after
I passed the spot.”
There was a silence for some minutes
as the listeners gathered his meaning.
Finally one suggested :
"Yon probably kept that scarf.”
“Well, rather. It saved my life to a
certainty. I never saw her again, for
our orders took us away that day.
But-”
The Commander-in-chief, by slow and
deliberate puffs, relighted his extin-
guished cigar.
Putting Up a Boy’s Lunch.
A recent writer- and she writes as
one whom any boy would love— tells
how she saw a mother put up a lunch
for a boy to take to school, and then
she tells very prettily how daintily she
would have put up that lunch, and I
know she would do just as she said.
Now, if I were going to put up a lunch
for a boy 13 years old, I wouldn’t take
a little tin pail nor yet a neat little
covered bucket I would just take th.
market basket, if the family wasn’t
going to use it that day, and would cut
up a loaf of bread, and trim off every
bit of the crust to keep the boy from
lying about it, and telling me that he
ate it and didn’t fire it over the fence,
when he came home. I would cut that
loaf of bread into slices and spread on
butter until it began to fall off, then I
would stack on the sugar as ?ong as it
would hold. Then I would load a
couple of links of sausage and some
slabs of ham ; a dainty duster of hard-
boiled eggs— say half a dozen— all the
cake there was in the house, and fill
up the rest of the space with pie, and
then stuff two of his pockets full of
apples to eat during school-hours, and
fill the rest of his pockets with nuts,
and give him five cents to buy “taffy.”
Then, if that boy came home at 4 o’clock
and said he didn’t have enough
luncheon, and couldn’t he have apiece, I
would give him the keys to the cellar,
cupboard, pantry, cake-chest, and fruit
closet, and, yielding to dark despair, go
out into the barn and hang myself. We
were a boy myself, once.— Boh Bur*
deite. __  __
German cattle are now being im*
ported into England.
CHICAGO.
Police Arrangements for the
Protection of the City
on Nov. 11.
rhe Tireless Captain Tan Schaack
Wide Awake and Watchful_ as a Ferret.
CmcAoo, Nov. 5.
The police arrangements for the protec-
tion of the city until af.er the execution
of the anarobists are practically com-
pleted. The various stations, especially the
precinct stations, have a notable appearance of
vigilance Aid readiness. The police are a splen-
did set of men physically, and there is no ques-
tion that they are efficiently armed. Each man
has a club, a revolver, rifle, bayonet, and forty
rounds of ammunition, while extra arms and
ammunition are in readiness.
Capt. Hchaack, of the Chicago police force, is
the man who has relentlessly panned tho
anarchists from the hour the fatal bomb was
exploded in the Haymarket Square. To him
COPT. 8CHAACK.
chiefly belongs the credit of unearthing the
great conspiracy and bringing the conspirators
to justice. The Captain expects to have no
rest until the seven anarchists are dis-
posed of, either by the hangman’s noose
or executive clemency. He has accom-
plished an immense amount of work in the
last few days, but sticks to his post in spite
of fatigue t.iat would wreck an ordinary man,
and in spite of dark threats hurled at him. Tho
Captain receives all callers, but is prepared for
surprises and armed against them by a brace
of glittering Colt's revolvers, over at uis band.
“There have been threats," said Capt Schaack,
last evening, “made by persons whom I believo
to bo cannble of causing trouble, but I will say
that if they attempt it thore will be more dead
bodies on tho streets of Chicago than thore were
on tho night of the Haymarket mnssacre. I
think tho Mayor and Chief of Police have done
the right thing in thoir early and wise disposi-
tion of the police force."
At Judge Gary’s homo on Ontario street, am-
ple precoution is also taken. Ever since the
trial of the anarchists a year ago, a trusty offi-
cer has given the Judge's residence special
surveillanuo. Since the decision of the Supreme
Court two officers maintain the watch. The
same protection is extended to the homos of
State's Attorney Grinnell and Captain Schaack.
CITIZEN SOUMEUT,
The citizen soldiery are wide-awake and are
nightly bo ng put through tkelr paces. There is
no splutter or unnecessary excitement attend-
ant upon their preparations and precautions.
While as yet they have not received any instruo-
tiona with reference to the impending execn-
tions, still they feel that they must be in
readinenH to answer promptly. Arms and am-
munition have been carefully inspected and
within twenty minutes fully 9j per cent, of the
civic militia of Chicago would be in shape to
answer the call to arms. Not only are the
armories being guarded nightly, but all the
public buildings os well. At the city hall and
eounty building twelve policemen are detailed
to do sentinel duty. The Board of Trade is also
closely watched by city at.d special officers.
The powder magazines have not been forgotten,
and arc carefully looked after.
AT THE JAIL.
Behind every door and in front of every win-
dow stand armed sentinels, watching the move-
ments of those who enter the jail building by
day or night. The men thus detailed represent
two fall oompanies-one from the Chicago Ave-
nue Station, tho other irom Harrison street
The Grand Jury room, on the upper 'floor of
the Criminal Court building, is used as a bar-
racks for one of theso companies. The ante-
rooms on tho lower floor, leading from the main
court room, supplies a retreat for the other
company. During spare moments the men are
drilled in squads, and aro fast attaining a pro-
ficiency rivaling tbat of the regular troops.
Each package undergoes the careful scrutiny
of Deputy O’Neill, who. by long experience, can
locate contraband goods on a moment's inspec-
tion. It has been often noticed that the only
package that Mr. O'Neill is actually afraid of la
MBS. PAB80N8’ BABBIT.
that brought In daily by Mrs. Parsons. Mr.
O'Neill is rather toneby upon this point, bnt al-
ways adds tbat vigilance Is the watchword jnst
at present,
TH* SCAFFOLDS. .
The material for additional scaffolds was
touches to compute them into perfect working
instruments of dsath.
NINA IN A BAOE,
Nina Van Zandt came to the jail yesterday
with a badly raffled temper. Nothing seemed
to suit her, and even the visit of Spies’ sister
to the jail increased her wrath. The two rarely
speak with one another and each is said to be
jealous of the other's visits. Not finding an op-
portunity to vent her ill-temper on others Nina
assailed her old enemies, the reporters. Going
np to Jailor Fulz she said : “Why are these nasty
reporters allowed to clamor around here and
listen to everything? They ought to he kept
out of here."
Mr. Foltz's only reply to the young lady waa
to inform her that in his opinion the reporters
were more entitled to be present than herself,
and that if any one were to be excluded he was
afraid it would have to be her. With a look
which the reporters now eall “a withering
glance" she brashU by the scribes and vented
her spite by picking nervously at the tuud iron
caging which kept her lover a prisoner.
MICHIGAN AFFAIRS.
— R. F. Lntimer, a well-known druggist
9f Jackson, died recently.
—The literary people of Morenci have
arganized a Sbakspeare club.
—Albion has contracted for twenty-five
arc lights for street lighting purposes.
—An East Saginaw man has a dog that
can turn somersaults as well as an acrobat.
—A resolution favoring prohibition wan
adopted by the recent Baptist State Con-
vention.
—An effort is being mode at Caro to or-
ganize a hotel stock company, whether the
enterprise will pay directly or not.
— Sault Ste. Marie has granted a natural
gas company a thirty years’ franchise to
bore and pipe the town os it sees fit.
— It is said that Mrs. J. Marxhansen, of
East Saginaw, has fallen heir to $5011,000
in England, and will leave for Loudon at
once.
—A Montague man drew $108 in the last
Louisiana lottery, and now remittances are
flying there fast to purchase tickets for the
next drawing.
—In Ishpeming recently .James Mo-
Conkey stabbed Charles Williams twice,
inflicting fatal injuries, in a quarrel over a
woman. McConkey was arrested.
— Chas. Harris, of Midland, who was
charged with setting fire to Reardon's grist
mill, was brought before Justice Rice for
final examination, and was bound over to
the Criminal Court for trial.
— J. H. Townly, formerly of Jaoksoa
County, exhibited at the Spink County, D.
T., fair, a short time ago, eight beets that
weighed 144 pounds, and S. M. Bowman a
seventy- six and a half pound squash.
—The State press occasionally have a drive
at Jackson on account of its numerous sui-
cides. The fact is that the Central City
has become so popular throughout the
country that those contemplating suicide
for hundreds of miles around start at once
for Jackson, knowing that they will be ten-
derly cared for and decently buried. “See
Jackson and die” has become a popular
maxim.
—Parker Pillsbury.a pioneer anti-slavery
agitator, has been visiting in Adrian for a
few days, on the way to his New Hamp-
shire home. Recently a reception waa
Civen him at Mrs. Ed Comstock’s house,
which was attended by many old-time Abo-
liiionists, many Quakers from Raisin Val-
ley going miles to greet the old leader.
Adrian having been a leading station on
the “underground road” in ante- war times
made the occasion rich in reminiscences.
—Seventy-five of Michigan’s bank Pres-
idents met in Detroit to form a State so-
ciety like the American Bankers' Associa-
tion.. Senator Stockbridge, E. S. Lacey,
and Byron M. Cutcheon stated the object#
of the meeting. Perry Hannah was elected
President; Albert Ives and W. R. Burt
Vice Presidents; with F. W. Hayes as Sec-
retary, and 8. B. Coleman Treasurer. The
idea of the organization is stated to be the
better acquaintance of the bankers, the
facilitation of doing business, the securing
of proper legislation, the education of the
people on the subject of practical bank-
ing, and the securing uniformity in bank-
ing methods. The question of securities
was also discussed at some length, but
finally left to a future meeting.
-Henry Moyers, alias Charles Miller
was put in jail in Detroit for burglary. Re-
cently he was apparently taken very sick
aad grew rapidly worse. He was very low,
and a consultation of doctors agreed that
he had a cancer in the stomach, and recom-
mended that he be removed to the witness
room, where he could be better cared for.
The only other occupant of the room was
William Murray, a boy about to be sent to
the reformatory. One morning Murray
walked into the Woodbridge Street Police
Station, fully a mile from the jail, and said
he had been forced by Moyers to escape,
and he wanted to get back to jail, but did
not know tho way. The police officer tele-
phoned the jail the first news there of the
escape. Moyers hod threatened to kill
Murray if he made any noise, and, break-
ing off a part of the iron bedstead, had
iug his way through the two-foot wall,
moved the bed up to the v all so the falling
bricks would not make any noise, and,
onoe on the outside, dropped to the j oil-
yard wall and thence to tho street. He is
oow supposed to be in Canada.
—Probably the most interesting and val-
uable curiosity in the firemen’s museum
at No. 2 engine house at Jackson is the
one brought in a day or two ago by a far-
mer, whose name the men did not learn.
It has been found to be a Sonth American
black vulture, though the fanner thought
it a black eagle. He said he saw it winning
shout his farm a few days ago and chased
it into a brush pile, where he captured it
The bird is about the size of a hen turkey
and its main color is a rich bloe-black,
though many of the larger feathers and
plumes are brilliantly colored, making the
bird a very handsome one. The bead is
small and nearly bald, and the beak if
about three inches long, strong, and a
booked. About the center of the upper
portion of the beak Is a comparatively
large hole, cut by nature, nearly rectangu-
lar in form. The bird measures five feet
from tip to tip of its wings, which am very
large and strong in comparison to its body,
showing that it is capable of long flights
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Thanksgiving Proclamations.
The following proclamation has been
issued by the President:
The goodnets and the mercy of God which have
followed (he American people through all the
days of the past year claim their grateful recog-
nition and humble acknowledgment By His
omnipotent power He has protected na from war
and pestilence, and from every national calamity.
By His gracious favor the earth has yielded a
generous return to the labor of the husbandman,
and every path of honest toll has led to comfort
and contentment By His loving kindness the
hearts of our people have been replenished with
fraternal sentiment and patriotic endeavor, and by
- His unerring guidance we’ve been directed In the
way of national prosperity. To the end that we
may with one accord testify our gratitude for all
these blessings, I, Grover Cleveland, President of
the United States, do hereby designate and set
apart Thursday, the 24th day of November next
as a day of thanksgiving and prayer, to be ob-
served by all the people of the land. On that day
let all secular work and employment be suspended,
and let our people assemble In their accustomed
places of worship, and with prayer aad song of
praise give thanke to our Heavenly Father for all
that he has done for us, while we humbly Implore
the forgiveness of our sins and a continuance of
His mercy. Let families and kindred be rennlted
on that day, and let their hearts, filled with kind-
ly cheer and reminiscences, be turned in thank-
fnlness to the source of all their pleasures and the
giver of all that makes the day glad and joyous.
And In the midst of our people and our happiness
let ns remember the poor, the needy, and the un-
fortunate, and by our gifts of charity and ready
benevolence let us Increase the number of those
who with grateful hearts shall join In our thanks-
giving.
Governor Luce’s proclamation is as
follows:
A moment ol reflection bilngs to each of us
abundant reasons for observing a day of thanks-
giving knd praise. Though onr fields have not
bronght forth their usual bounty yet during the
year God’s hand has stayed *and kept afar pesti-
lence and famine, war and dissension, and hath
showered upon our State and Its grateful people
the blessings of peace, loyalty, and contentment,
and numberless benefits that only its individuals
<an recount.
It la therefore In hnmble recognition of God’s
wonderful goodness to ns, and In harmony with
the revered custom of our fathers, that I appoint
Thursday, November 24, 1687, as a day of Public
Thanksgiving and Praise.
In the sunshine of His providence may our
hearts be lifted to Him in earnest thankfulness,
that when bowed down with the afflictions that
come to all we may in confidence approach Him
for help;
And that we may give testimony of our appre-
ciation of Dis kindly dealings with us, let our
praises and thank-offerings on that day be borne
to Him on the wings of sacrifice;
Let those who enjoy the reunion of families and
friends remember the widow, the orphan, and the
lone ones;
Let those who are the recipients of comfort,
cheer and social enjoyment, be mindful of the
poor in deeds of charity; and
Let those who labor and toll for hire be given, by
their employers a day about their own . hearth-
stones for thanksgiving and respite, without the
loss of daily bread to their families.
Seeds of kindness thus scattered, and burdens
so lightened, will be but bread upon tho waters
and will make the Fiftieth Thanksgiving Day
Anniversary of our Slate but worthy of her law-
abiding, gecerons and Christian people.
hand-picked fruit. Business-men, enm-
mercial houses, politicians, and Satan
himself even understands the subject of
personal work.” Mr. Bunker then said
that In order to be personal workers we
must know hnw to deal with enquirers.
“Remember,” he said, “that God’s word
is the hammer we are to use and not our
own words.” Mr. White then spoke of
personal work in colleges. This ehoyld
be done In two directions: First, To
promote growth of Christians; Second,
To convert the unconverted.
The Sunday morning meeting was a
Consecration meeting. The Y. M. C. A.
rooms were moderately Ailed, After Mr.
Beattie had spoken very earnestly and im-
pressively, all knelt down before the
Heavenly Father, and sev#al earnest,
hearty, prayers were sent up. The regu-
lar chuich services in the morning were
attended.
In the afternoon a meeting for young
men only was held in the Methodist
Church. Three arose for prayer, two of
whom gave their hearts to the Lord Jesus.
Id the evening the farewell meeting was
held in the Third Reformed Church,
which was crowded with people. The
last subject now taken up was “State
Work,” by Mr. Beattie. The work here
in Michigan he said was far behind In-
dians. Work ought to be done among
the lumbermen. There are 40,000 lumber-
men in Michigan, nearly all young men.
There are fifteen city associations and
eight college and high school associations.
But there are seventy-six places where
there could be, and ought to be, organi-
zations. Yet they must not be organized
prematurely. What the great necessity
is, is to have two evangelists in every as-
sociation. Sympathy and money are re-
quired for the proseculiou of the work.
A collection was taken up, amounting lo
$46.67, Then there was a call for im-
pressions that were received from this
conference. After singing “Blest be the











Solid and Plated Ware,
Spectacles, Etc.
We have just occupied our
new store on the corner of
Market and Eighth Streets,
and will be pleased to see the
people of Holland and vicinity
at any time. We are selling
Goops cheaper than ever and
intend to give customers their
money’s worth.
Call early and make good
purchases and be assured of
good bargains.
We have some very fine novel-
ties in Jewelr-. -
0. BREYMAN.
Holland Mich., Aug. 18 1887.
Just Received Fc?4“Tp!f
a Large stock of Picture Frames, and Oil
| IIILTfc1 OUTOF ORDER.OUTOF ORDER.
[NEW HOME SEW MCHINE C°.(1NGE,MAS$.
I CHiCA«o -30 UNION SQUARE,NYToffi





Always have a large assort-
ment of Goods on hand.
We make a Specialty
of Custom! Work.
Meyer, Brouwer & Co.,
Dealers in Furniture, Curtains,
Wall Paper, Carpets, Pic
ture Frames, etc.,
01RGAINS!
The best of bargains in
Mortgage Sale.
T\E FAULT having been made in the conditions
of payment of a mortgage made by Henry J. •
sSaCSSTw! DRESS GOODS, rmlu»
and which mortgage was recorded on September * *'« ^ .» *u.
twenty- fourth, A. D. 1885, in the office of the Re-
may bo obtained at the new
The Conference of the 7. K. C. A. of the
Third District of Michigan.
The Conference of tho Y. M. C. A. of
the Third District held in this city last
week Friday, Saturday and Sunday, was
a successful one, being full of life and
interest.
•The third district embraces the Asso-
ciations of Kalamazoo City, Kalamazoo
• College, Olivet College, Plainwell, Sturgis,
Grand Rapids, Hope College, and Holland
City. Nineteen delegates trom these As-
sociations were present. The conference
was opened by a song service in Hope
Church Friday evening, after which Rev.
A. Vennema, of Kalamazoo, delivered an
address on “Live for Christ.’’
Saturday morning a praise meeting was
held in the Y. M. C. A. rooms to return
thanks to God for the blessings of the past
year, after which short oral reports of the
Associations represented were given,
ahowiug that the year had been, on the
whole, one of prosperity. Thereupon
Mr. F. R. Bunker, the State Secretary ,-
gave an address on District Work, telling
how the District Committee was com-
posed and what their work was, and sug-
gesting methods as to the manner in
which it should be performed. Hb also
gave the new division of Michigan into
ten districts. The district in which Hol-
land it now ia called the Grand Papids
District and includes tho Grand Rapids,
Ionia, Ionia High School, Hope College,
and Holland Associations. The morn-
ing’s session closed with an interesting re-
port of Moody’s Sommer School by G. E.
Hnnt, of Olivet, who was sent to that
school as a delegate.
The afternoon session was opened by a
devotional meeting. Then a very
’eating subject was taken up, viz: 1
work may be successfully prosecuted in
small towns f Mr. Beattie from Grand
Raplda took up this topic and made many
telling points.
The Saturday evening meeting was held
in the First Reformed Church. Afier the
praise meeting, Mr. Bunker read the first
chapter of St. John, a chapter on personal
work. Thereupon Mr. Beattie took up
this subject. He said, “this is the most
important part of our work. The Lord
Jesus Christ gaye us the best example.
Jetui did it qu'elly. The best fruit is (he
trister of Deeds of Ottawa county, in liber 26 of
mortgages on page 501 ; upon which mortgage
there is claimed to be dneat the date of this notice,
one hundred and twenty-two dollars for principal
and interest of said mortgage and the further sum
of fifteen dollars and fifty cents for taxes paid by
mortgagee oh the mortgaged premises, and no
proceedings at law having been inetitnted to re-
cover the same, or any part thereof . Notice js
therefore, hereby given that by virtue of the pow< r
of sale In said mongage contained, and the statute
in such esse made and provided, said mortgage
will be foreclosed by a sale at public vendue of the
mortgaged premises to pay the amonnt due on
said mortgage, with interest and costs of fore-
closure and sale; said sale to take place on
Decexbeb Twenty- Sixth, A. D. 1887,
at the front door of the Ottawa County Court
House at Grand Haven, Michigan. The mortgaged
premises to be sold being: All that certain parcel
of land situated in Olive, Ottawa county. Michigan
and described as follows, to- wit : The north west
quarter of the north cast quarter of section thirty-
one (31) In town six, north of range fifteen west,
forty acres.
Dated, September 21, 1887.
54-131 _ JOHN C. POST, Mortcagec.
J. KERKHOF,
(Office at B. Van Raalie’e Store.)
HOLLAND, - - MICU.
Pump Points and Pipe of
all kinds furnished.







in the old poatoffice building on
Eighth Street.
G. Van Pntten fi Sons.
Our Stock of
GROCERIES'
is full and complete and kept fresh by
frequent invoices.
JOHN KERKHOF.
Holland Mich., Sent. 19, ’87. 34-3m
G. VAN PUTTEN & SONS.
Holland. Mich., Oct 15, 1887.
1 3 "Weels.s
CALL AND SEE US AND LEARN
OUR PRICES.
We keep everything kept in
a first-class store and it
is no trouble to show
our stock,
w'm. verbeek.
Holland, Mich., May 19, 1887. 16-lyr.
•REPAIRING-
Neatly and promptly executed.
VAN DUREN BROS.
Three doors east of Post-office.
Hoilan.d Mich., April 13. 1887. !18-tr.
Standard
Roller Mills.
For the next thirty days we
will sell
LOW GRADE FLDUR
in lots of 10 sacks or more at
$1.50 per 140 15. Sack.
At this price it is the cheap-





WHEAT, CORN, OATS, BRLEY,
RYE AN9 BUCKWHEAT.
Wheat exchanged for Flour. Corn and
Oats exchanged for Feed and Meal.
WALSH- DE KOO MILLING CO.
Holland, Mich., Oct. 15, 1887. S8-4t.
£. A.
The POLICE GAZETTE will be mailed,
securely wrapped, to any address in the United
States for three months on receipt of
ONE DOLLAR.
Liberal discount allowed to postmasters, agents
and clubs. Sample copies mailed free.
Address all orders to
RICHARD K FOX,




You can obtain NOVELTIES of all kinds as well as useful HOUSEHOLD
ARTICLES, and Furnishing Goods.
HANGING LAMPS, JEWELRY,GLASSWARE, CLOCKS,
TINWARE, ,7~ „ TOWELING,
WOODEN WARE, HOSIER Y,CROCKERY, PRETTY TOYS.
And many other things too numerous to mention and all sold at astonishingly
Call and see us and if you don’t see what you want ask for it.
Holland, Mich., Oct. 20, 1887. 8. R. CRANDeLL.
J. H. EibMink,
Proprietor of Ninth Street
JOHN PESSIHK & ERG
Wholesalers and Retailers of
Candies, Huts, Bakers’ Goods best m shoe
CRACKERS, FOREIGN FRtJlTS, ETC.
The trade supplied with everything in this line at lowest prices
We are Agents for the Fairview Cheese Factory.
GrIVJSI TJJS A
N. B.— We are prepared to furnlab Cakes for Wedding Receptions and Banquets
of every description, shape, etyle, and price.
JOHN PESSINK & BRO.
Holland, Mich , Oct. 72, 1887.
I have added to my bneineas that of
UNDERTAKING
and keep constantly on hand
CASKETS, COFFINS, ETC.
Good Horsea and Carriages of all kinds and a
firat-cioss Hearse for funerals can be obtained at
my place of business.
Attention and courteous treatment can be re-
lied upon.
Thankful for past favors I ask a continuance
of same. J. H. NIBBELINK.






Liray, Sale, and Feed 111 11 MI,
ST .A.IE3 LE s Rogers' Kni v es, F orks an d
Spoons.
A large assortment of Gold,
Silver and Steel Spectacles,
Eye Glasses, Etc.










In the city, always on ha>d.
I have the Celebrated
GRAY BROS.’ SHOE
for Ladies. Call and see them.
Repairing; promptly and
neatly done.
NO. 46, EIGHTH STREET.
E. HEROLD.
Holland, Mich. Oct. 20, 1886.
Store next door to News Office.
C\ A. STEVENSON.
Holland, Mich., Aug. 4, 1887. 27-iyr.
HOI
For the Clothing Store
JONKMAN l DYKEMA
Who have the largest and best stock of
FALL AND WINTER
CLOTHING
FOR MEN AND BOYS
In the City.
-OVERCOATS-
In all grades, styles, and at ail prices.
HATS aad CAPS,
We have the largest stock of Fur Caps in' the City. A big line.
Gent’s Furnishing Goods
AND UNDERWEAR.
Everything sold at the closest possible
priced We are bound to sell to •p.i* ;
Call and See Us !
JONKMAN & DYKEMA.'
. Holland, Mleh., Sfpl. 15, 1887. ll-lf.
: .
For the Holland City Neic».
A Letter from California.
302 S. 2d St., San Jose, Cal.,
Nov. lit, 1887.
Mr. Editor:—! suppose a little more
about Santa Clara Valley won’t cloy you
will it? My pen has been silent quite a
while because I’ve been ill, with heart dis-
easef-rather ridiculous isn’t it, in one of
my age? 1 didn't know but it was about
to cease altogether— its throbbing.
You must understand that there are two
valleys inside of the coast here, the great
one called the San Joaquin Valley, being
in the middle of the state and separated by
the Contra Costa Mountains from the
smaller and more western valley of Santa
Clara, which is divided from the ocean by
the Coast Range. Contra Costa means it
seems the “opposite the Coast” mountains
as contrasted with “toward the Coast.”
The beautiful mountains of both ranges
hem in the Santa Clara Valley, which is
to the great San Joaquin Valley like a
lady’s toilet mirror, in a lady’s hand, she
foil length and undraped. As yet the
San Joaquin is like the statue of the
Sphinx, its head is only above the sand,
and the riddle on its countenance is water.
It is probably two hundred and fifty miles
|ong, and the Sacramento Valley, which
comes down from.the north [to meet; it,
prolongs this length to more than four
hundred miles so that it is as long as the
State of Pennsylvania and as wide as the
State of Connecticut, and the Sacramento
half of it, is as full of expression as the
Sphinx’s head I have spokea of, while the
San Joaquin Valley rolls its great statue
in the dust of cattle and the sand drifts of
the desert. Against the resuscitation of
this valley, “Kearney,” of the San Fran-
cisco “land lot” enterprise, is laid to oper-
ate in its hostility to the combining intel-
ligence and energy of men. That, after
all, is the chief difference between tbe
American and tbe. Celt— tbe one incorpor-
ates and keeps faith and looks to tbe
heroic end, the other resists what he does
not understand and is a kind of Ro-
manesque puritan, meddles with the pub-
lic purposes of intelligence and quarrels
with his own redeemers,
beneath these sunny valleys lies tbe
• precious gift of water under the unseen
pressure of agme distant reservoir and by
the machine-bcred wells found every-
where. Here tbe earth overflows and runa
springs of water at every mound. I was
told that in opening one of these artesian
wells the saw dust of redwood ran out,
.and yet it is said there were no redwoods
nearer than twenty miles, and that tbe in-
ference was, that the sawdust of the mills
there, descended upon the drainage and
reappeared under the hydrostatic pressure.
Thus tbe great palm of Providence laid
upon tbe earth is felt many a mile away
and the air of skies is the engine of wells,
tbe greatest of our engineers is atmos-
phere pressure. Did you ever see an ar-
tesian well ? It appears like a little hy-
drant driving water downward like a fire
plug opened in a city and running hard.
It is a mere pipe of iron eight inches wide,
with a jacket of some other metal and a
spout which revolves and thus loosens or
tightens the flow. When running bard it
Is said these wells have power to turn a
turbine wheel and could be easily applied
to that kind of power. They are bored
for about $1.25 per foot, and are from six-
ty to two hundred feet deep. Water Is
obtained ' generally within one hundred
feet. These wells and the seldom idle
minds above them cause tanks and wind-
mills to be stationed everywhere. Some-
times these tanks are placed in pairs near
the ground ; generally they are raised on
timbers to tbe height of thirty feet or
more and these are latticed round with a
sort of balcony, reaching a T-shaped tower
which hides the tanks and looks architect-
ural. The California windmill is general-
ly a pin-wheel in form, such as a boy
makes out of paper, and several of them
in a row being set contrariwise, they play
about like trifling and crazy things, yet
do a power of work, and as the wells are
often down in a hollow and the water Is
wanted cn the hillsides, there are long
troughs placed from the windmill level to
the hill or reservoir, and there the water
pours like a flume.
Tbe mechanical craft of the Americans
attained before they found California and
stimulated by the new necessities they
found here, was half the battle of wealth
already. As for tbe streams in this plenti-
fully-watered country, they are dry a large
part of the year, and I have seen level
roada running on their dried bottoms,
where the road maker torrent has hewn
( out a deep level twenty feet below the
roots of vegetation. Such passages from
the Bible as “Cisterns, living Cisterns,”
often occur to one traveling here, and I
would not be surprised If the Jews some
day restored their Holy Land through con-
trivances fetched from America. If they
can Water Jerusalem by artesian wells they
need not try to do it at tbe wailing place
with their unavailing tears. Is that
“river, the water of which shall make
glad the City of God,” only a raver of this
earth beneath the surface buta^ittleway?
Did the Jews pay such close attention to
gold-beating and doctrinal theology that
they forgot nature and her everlasting
wells? Are the Jews only to bej|**perscd
till they shall master the courses of nature
and ondeVstand theiildden way of brooks?
As for Ban Jose it is a cheery white and
yellow French, American and Spanish
city, set upon a plain which is almost level
and for miles away cn both sides atari up
the soft tulip-shaped and scalloped moun-
tains, in all the tints between chalk and
soft purple, seldom the tints of glaring col-
ors, secondary tones, where tbe granite
grays and the cold greens are sponged
away and faded like grandmother’s ola
silk and grandmother’s once decided line-
aments. These mountains bear the tones
of toleration and moral letting down, like
Solomon when his proverbs only illustrate
garrulity and earthiness. Mr. Lick’s ob-
servatory, towering above San Jose, looks
white as a whitewashed dome at the crest
of a bank of delicate and neutral tinted
colias, lor it sits on a mountain over four
thousand feet high, while San Jose is very
little above the tide water of San Francis-
co Bay, which penetrates to within twelve
miles of it. Who ever heard of land set-
tled only thirty years ago which has al-
ready got from private munificence a
$750,000 observatory? San Jose’s neat
building blocks of yellow and white
frame, and plastered, have wooden awn-
Ings often covering all the sidewalks, with
open air booths and wide-open-shops like
New Orleans and with the foliage of Flor-
ida and Louisiana. The palm grows as
largo as the palmetto. The aloe grows
large and of great pointed leaves, live
oaks drop Spanish moss, and mountains
tower up as in Cuba.
The Court House Is a great porticoed
building saying in It pediment “Fiat Jus-
tltia.” A large square ol brilliant foil-
need trees is left for a park. A new City
Hall is to be built. In one of the private
parks a pleasure hotel, called the “Ven-
dome,” is to be erected; over $80,000 has
already been subscribed toward it. At
the middle of the town, where the two
main streets cross, Is an obelisk
frame-work of iron nearly two hundred
feet high, to light the town with an elec-
tric torch, and this I suggeated might
have vines run up it and be the talleat ar-
bor in the world. Almost half the busl-
ness of San Jose is transacted on tbe side-
walks in the air of Seville. The Normal
School is one of its attractions and a large
coureut of Notre Dame adds Its mysteries
and sentimental attractions. Artesian wells
and tanka and windmills give a flavor of
Andeluaia and Damascus to the scene.
Two weeks aro Ex-Gov. St. John, of
Kansas, was here and gave us a rousing
prohibition lecture. Prohibition don’t
take in California. The wine interest
is too stupendous, and too many good (?)
temperance men are engaged in it. Mrs.
Lathrop, of Michigan, lectures here this
evening. As she has been in Holland,
you all know what an able and telling
lecture she is likely to give us.
The weather is just perfect. The roses,
crysantheraun?, and geraniums, are beau-
tiful. We begin tohave'coul mornings
and evenings, so that a little fire is com-
fortable. Yours Respectfully,
Mrs. A. E. 8. Bangs.
In our memory as svre<Jt things of tbe past, and
the parents hearts now bleed for the loss of their
cherished one, who, at the tender age of five years
has left them in sorrow where once he filled their
hearts with Joy. ••Tuo Button.”
Lake Shore,
Enos Lawrence went north for work last week.
Arthur Garrter has sold bis place here to Ji.
W. Ogden.
Mrs. Victor Is going to Grand Rapids to live
this winter.
The elder mill of C. R. Nichols Is doing . good
busiuess this fall. He makes the ‘‘boss” cider,
allowing ns to bo Judge.
U Beckman has been ont here visiting old
friends for a couple of weeks for his health, which
!• Improving a little. He returned to his home
near Shelby, last week.
Mr. Reed and Arthur Carrier went to Grand
Haven on the 8th Inst to try and settle their ease
by law. Reed had Carrier arrested for assault.
while Carrier contends that the assault was com-
mitted by Reed. Time will tell who Is guilty.
Wm. Wyatt had the misfortune to lose one of
his horses last week. Mr. Wya,t and family have
moved from this vicinity to a house Just east of
Van Dyk’s Mill. His object In moving being to
get nearer to a school and to the city.
All of the young men in this vicinity who have
been properly weaned, are going to the north
woods this winter where there Is plenty of work
at good wages. They will come home In the
spnng and ride in their ••abases" while the suck-
lings will go on foot.
The old Carrier place changed hands quite often
of late. J. Cochrane recently sold to Wm. Ogden
and he has sold to a Mr. Baker who comes f.om
the southern part of this state. ' Baker takes
possession early in the spring. He and Mr
Cochrane have gone to the north woods for the
winter.
Merritt store building, and II. L. Robinson will
open the store In a few days with a few of the
necessities of life for sale at reasonable prices.
"Cbahk,
West Olive,
James Reynolds Is home from Sullivan.
Tbe beanUful weather was interrupted by a
slight rain Wednesday afternoon.
The Misses Brundago, the youo* lady daugh-
ters of the village blacksmith arrived Saturday.
The Township Library is now located at the
Post Office where responsible parties can obtain
good reading matter by complying with the rules.
Jack Hovls, formerly of this place, but late of
Oberlln, Ohio, arrived her# Tuesday evening and
Ib stopping at R, Monjart. Jack has been study-
ing telegraphy and will continue hla studies with
Chas. Shearer st the station.
Mrs. Hennessee. an aged Irish lady, died last
Friday evening very suddenly. Very little la
known of her nersonal history except that she was
born In Ireland, waa an Idolater and a very pe-
culiar plbrson generally. Some friends were
present from Berlin where the remains were
taken for Interment.? __ ^
The wood market Is better here than It baa
been for two yeara past, and Madame Rumor saya
that a prominent wood merchant here found that
by shipping some wood (already sold for seventy-
five cents per cord) In another direction the conld
get a few centa over a dollar per cord for It. The
temptation was too strong for him to resist as
there wss money to be obtained by the transac-
tion.
_  “U. A.”
N. W. Ogden had about one hundred and fifty
bushels of peaches this season. He shipped over
one hundred bushels across the lake. He also
had in the neighborhood of eight hundred bushels
of apples of which he shipped over one hundred
and eeventy-flve barrels of the choicest varieties.
The peach and apple trees which produced them
itand on only about three acres of ground.
Oh! say! Mr. Editor, Infs have a boat line.
Give ns a lino of boats. Yes, give us two lines of
boats. They only charge from 25 cents to £0
cents for carrying apples across the lake. We had
a few barrels to ship so we patronized the boats
What am x to Do f
The symptoms of Bilirnisnea* are tin-
happily but loo well known. They differ
to different individuals to some extent.
A Bilious man is seldom a breakfast eaii-r.
Too frequently, alas, ho has an excelled
--- ----- ....c agoiu ttua aon [you belie'
they had the -cheek1’ to charge 20 cents on
barrel to Chicago, and 22 cents to Milwaukee.
as a .. a at
appetite for liquids but none for solids of
a morning. Hig tongue will hardly bear
to^ljion at any time; if it Is not while
I ue uigesuvo system is wholly out of
order and Diarrhoea or Constipation may
be a symptom or the two may alternate.
I here are often Hemorrhoids or even loss
of moort. Timm ut ____ . .------ »«uj uu giuuiness ana
often headache and acidity or flatulence
and tenderness In the pit of the stomach.
To correct all this if not effect a cure try
August Flower, it cost but a trifle
— n ---- - ° • ipu* iajr ii i
to them blamed threshers.
from the engine. “Jake.’
Ottawa Station,
MIbs McIntyre Is getting well.
recovery,
suwn npon sandy coll is lookl
better at this time than where sown upon clay.
night.
Our school house is soon to appear with
ornament in the form of a belfry, that is now
the process of erection.
be seen.
We have the satisfaction of bearing
from several sources tjjut Dr. Bull’s Cough
Syrup is all it claims? to be— a genuinely
good preparation. Publ. Molly Stark,
Toulon, III.
“Oh! it is excellent to have a giant’s
strength” and walk the earth free and
happy again, was what the man said when
he had cured his ten-year rheumatism
with a bottle of Salvation Oil. 25 cents.
Johnsville,
Miss Alice Brockway, who has been teaching
school near Albion, has roturned home.
Mrs. Isaac Stiles, of Wauseon, Ohio, is here
attending the funeral of her grandson “Artie."
O.B. Bacon Is doing quite i business in the
way of farm machinery, the cutting boxes “go
like hot cakes."
Mr. L. A. Abbott Is busy finishing his almost
completed residence which, when done, will be a
neat little abode.
Mrs. C. C. Barnes, who has been visiting her
mother, Mrs. L. A. Abbott, returned to her home
at La Crosse, Ind., last Tuesday.
The anarchists’ case will bo argued In the Johns-
ville Lyceum and until then It would be well for
Gov. Oglesby to bold bis decision.
Mr. J. Fisher beams npon ns again with heart
full of love and grips full of goods. He smiles
upon the ladies In a way that bids disaster to the
family pufee.
We will say to “H. A.” that trying to make up
with a neighbor Is good, but because he could not
do so spitefully misrepresents him Is not good,
thus we find ‘‘consistency” is ours.
Ths ’'board" in School District No. 8, are In a
wrangle over something and the school house is
empty. No one knows what it is about, but all
are hoping they will soon settle Ii so the little
ones can go to school.
We hear that one of our old citizens, who now is
a prominent "Boniface” In Muskegon, has lately
received two distinct thrashings in one day. Now
that is putting It on too thick, one ordinary lick- 1
Ing a day Is enough for any man, and when oce
ol our old citizens tries to make a hog of himself
and have off the fan it makes as feel ashamed of
him.
It becomes our wd doty to chronicle the death
of ‘'Little Artie,” the oldest son of Mr. and Mrs.
E. Stttos. We have known the little lellow from
babyhood np to hla present age and had hoped to
see him grow to manhood. HU little ways so
winning went straight to the hearts of all. He
showed a strong mind far in advance of his years,
and was everybody’s friend and everybody was
his. Bat it seems “God loves a shining mark”
and the little voice ws loved so well is silent, the
little lovlngways we cherished so are living only
rooms of Frazier W. Headley’s new house,
rs-plastered the Tubbs’house for Augustus Na
last week.
pondents has changed
Centre. This mav ho dn
hls residence *o
anxiety.
The business of carrying the i
to Robinson has changed hands
datlone, and better time.
last Sunday afternoon.
moral vineyard.
boom. All of the vacant houses are
pied during the winter. A number
that place as a winter resort. Of the
raiuer mtc or w isconsln, who we learn contem-
plates putting In a store and harness shop at that
place . nPhorA fa mlan /•nlft* a — __
i»r wuu in an j angles 10 do easily m
ordinary twist of an English tonguie.
“Andrew.”
Olive Venter,
Greely Chat field and famll
Holland.
Wallace Comstock, of Allendale, called at Ed.
Tiffin ’a ttnnvlawWatson’s Sunday.
Reuben Tasker and family were In this vicinity
over Sunday and Monday.
Alexander Smalley, of Ohio, has bought the J.
D. Merritt farm and will move here in
future.
iu. jnernu nas sold one of those hounds that
“Andrew” got crazy over and has bought Pigeon
... ------- " — • J i«rm or
school here, of which Miss Retta Merritt was
teacher.
Will Pierce had quite a fire Sunday, which dis-
turbed tbe services at the school house, and the
day of rest generally, Origin, a match In tbe
hands of a boy. Several other Urea started np in
different directions, tanned to life by the brisk
breeze.
The vacant homes here are being all filled np
and It seems like quite a desirable place to live.
Wm. De Boer hai moved Into the Stanford home,
and the family of one Ten Brink, of Holland, oc-
cupies the Baxter home. A. R. Robinson, of
West Olive, has taken possession of tbe J. D.
§«5tttf2is fliwttmj.
Attorneys and Juitioes.
tt^rn2 and Counsellor at Law




BA^yTKP’ W’’ Ton(,orial Parlors Eighth
attended to!^ * r*e Ha,r dressing promptly
Boots and Shoes.
TJ’KLDER. J. D., the cheapest place In the city
ha- M:d Shoes, River street.
VA* HKOS., dealers In Boots and
E'ghtb street A larK° assortment always on hand.
(JPRIETSMA 8.. manufactnrer of and dealer In
^ ^and..S,,0P5.’ 0,deBt 1,001 and Shoe
House In the city. Eighth street.
Bank.
TTOLLAND CITY HANK, foreign and domestic
A A exchange bought and sold. Collections
promptly attended to. Eighth street.
Clothing.
T3 OSMAN, J. W., Merchant Tailor, keeps tbe
AA largest stock of Cloths and Ready-mads
Clothing In city. Eighth street.
DYjnMA' d6B,er In.Ready-
Elghth D8, andQent* Fnrnislring Goods,
V°?inTt iW” uReU0VBt,nK and repairingV clothing a specialty cheap and good. River
street.
Commission Merchant.
I)KACH, w. H. Commission Merchant, and
li cealor in Grain, Flour and Produce. Highest
market price paid for wheat. Office in Brick
store, corner Eighth and Fish streets.
Drugs and Medicines.
cEKa.L,„rQ 3Toui!'
IT)OE8BURG J.O. Dealer In Drugs and Medl-
LJ cines, Paints and Oils, Brushes, Toilet Artl-
u"v*-' Kc>
SCW0arJKDNnJ'KJfM ‘ ?*' ProPrJ<5U>r of First
CMnpouDded’day oX,
YAffiAKAN£: drD^,B,a booksellers.
J, ateji™"7’ frMh Mr Klghlh
Dry Goods and Groceries.
IJERTSCH, D., dealer In Dry Goods, Fancy
1J Goods, and Furnishing Goods, Eighth street
R°?jL£ ?.RAMEU- >n Dry Goods. No-
Start"' P'0“r' FMd' "c" £l«Mb
DE /,Cnd?,lnr In DrZ Uoods. Groceries,
^reet opp.' mC*!0'"'
ter always on hand. River street, cor. Ninth. D
STFwE.AM,de8nr 'S, Drz;0«xl«. Groceries,
g^TONislons.etc. Double Brick Btore, Eighth
S' IfrvKG!S5!sFfTHEo4 C2“ «ueral dea,er ,nThs and Groceries. Flour and Feed.
rtdKlm.!“w0 Mr-EI^II.
TTAN DER HAAR, H.. general dealer In fine
•treetQr<>Cer etC* 0y>t*ri ,n *eason* Eighth






street, opp. Post Office.0 ’ ° ’ etc" E,Khtl»
Hoteli.
S^f ?hMa^t Tnd^it'Mmn?* *ni § w
state. Free bm In connecUon wUh the hotef th*
apportioned Hotel. Rates reasonable *
liwry tad Sal, SUblei.
SiSSeiSSSrJK
iS5S2 “-> s*'« 8“«‘
JtMmfMtorlii, MUli, Shopi, Etc.
ESirS/a® se
kSvPSSJm
Awnings, Tents, etc. Factory, Eighth St.
TTOLLAND CITY BREWERY, A. Self, Pro-
U. 4^rndX,htys,0^?;ewery 4’000 barw,<*
H°AL r?£i.0RY8TAV CREAMERY., Notler
FPSrJifJ u •’ ^rac,,ca, Machinist, Mill and
JJGLLAN d MANUFACTURING COMPAN y,
TJUNTLEY. JAS. Architect. Builder, and Con-
River sfrecT’ 0fflca Jo "e* Mill and
Grain. Calf and Kip. Office. Grand RapIdT
T^.Knd. o'r BaE|afn8.aul«;o‘)nd R?mVtre«t!
VAClFvUffi?'Tr FVv proPr,Btorsof Holland
VVhU.^BTlJrTub. ''
rrinni A A R * dealor 1" PaTO Impl6
Nlnlhmat?m,a"d macl,l“er’'- Cor’ «'»' •01
VAp?pon^iV.?f<' M'* Manufacture* the best.1 & com cigar made. Havanas filled Hmokn
them. For sale by all dealers a’ Bm0ke
River street.
Merchant Tatlon.
^RllSSK BROS., Merchant Tailors.
Marble Works.
Bulld|M‘we . M,onnnu‘n'"' d HeVdionel^Tsble?^
Building Work done. Eighth street.
Meat Marketi.
D choice 8tcSksNalw?y7onahand.al RlloVs^??c
TTUITEJ.. wholesale and retail dealer In fresh,
»v salt and smoked meats. No, 38 Eighth fit .
VASr 2iUSKN & VAN nEK VEER, Ward Meat Market. ’, ---- FirstChoice meats always
on band. Eighth street, near Fish. 3
Millinery.
« » ass
. 8’ „ine n,aeBl nunnery
establishment in the city. Cor. Eighth and Cedar
Photographer!.
nURQBSS A YOUNG. Rest cabinet photos.
1 J made in the cltv. Call and see them. Views
taken outside on short notice. Eighth street.
Physician!.
__ wu » nouvu Direct, cor. oi aiarxei Mu
in Mid'S to B *,r*m,nU* °fflC0 Hour,: ® 10
WEIKi„.
12 m., 2.30 to 4 p.m., and 7 JO to 8 p. m. Oftce:
In rooms over News Office. r
eW;p«rkN0,'EThfi'd.&»
__ Saloon!. . JIUU
OLOM, 0., proprietor ef the “Itoso Bad Saloon”
and dealer in llqnort and clgare. River street.
"D ROWN, P., dealer in llqnora and cigars of all
XJ kinds. Eighth street near River.
-- - • _ ____
Second Haul Stow.
ROBMAN, A. B.; proprietor of Second Band






hsu, jana ana cau
Eighth and Cedar streets.
....-V'  . *
'•TVr 
“WE DENY THE WRIT.”
Hie Decision of the United
States Supreme Court in
the Anarchist Case.
Federal Question Involved,
the Court Unanimous in
This Opinion.
How the Hews Was Received by the
Condemned Hen in the
Chicago Jail.
Washington, Nov. 8.
ate Supreme Court of the United States
yesterday denied the motion for a writ
at error In the anarchist cases. The
decision was delivered by Chief Justice Waite
smd was that of the lull bench. It occupied
thirty-seven minutes in rapid reading. When
the justices entered the room Justices Hiller
and Waite sighed deeply a number of times,
sum! the veice of the latter trembled for some
minutes after he began reading. At times he
repeatedly faltered, 'and, going back, re-
read whole sentences. The faces of the other
•even Justices were turned to the floor during
nearly the entire time of tne delivery. Oc-
casionally Justice Waite took his eyes from the
|>aper, looked the andience in the face, and
gave emphiisis to points in the decision which
marked the outline of his intentions and showed
what had suided the bench in reaching its con-
clusion. Following Is the text of the opinion :
When, as in this case, implication is made to
ns on the suggestion of one of our number to
whom a similar application has been previously
addressed for the allowance of a writ of error to
the highest court of a Mate, under Section 709
of the Revised Statutes, it is our duty to ascer-
tain net only whether any question roviewable
pete was made and decided in the proper court
y Iglow, hut whether it is of a character to jus*
«ff the bringing the Judgment here for re-ex-
•mlnatlon.
In oar opinion the writ ought not to ba allowed
toy the court if it appears from the face of the
recort that the decision of the Federal qnes-
tjou which it complained of was so plainly
ngbt as not to require argument; and espe-
aially if it is in accordance with our own well-
considered judgments in similar cases. That
is in effect what was done in Twitchell vs. The
Commonwealth, 7 Wall, 828, when the writ was
refused because the questions presented by the
record were “no longer subjects of discussion,”
although if they had been in the opinion of the
caurt “open" it would have been allowed. When
under Section S of our Rule 6 a motion to affirm
is united with a motion to dismiss, for wamt of
jnrisolction, the practice has been to grant the
motion to affirm when the question on which
oor jurisdiction depends was so manifestly de-
cided right that the case ought not to be held
for further argument. Arrowsmith vs. Ear-
monlng, 118 United States, 191, 195 ; Church vs.
KeUoy, Ml United States. 282.
The propriety of adopting a similar rule upon
amtions in open court tor the allowance of a writ
is apparent, for certainly we would not be jnsti-
fled as a court in sending out a writ to bring up
wr review a judgment of the highest court of a
State, when it is apparent on the face of the reo-
cad that it would be our duty to grant a motion
to affirm as soon as it was made in proper form.
In the picvent case we have had the benefit of
argument in support of the application, and,
while counsel have not deemed it their dutv to
folly into the merits of the questions ' in-
volved, they have shown ns distinctly what the
decisions were of which they complain, and
"\w questions arose. In this way we are
able to determine, as a court in session, whether
the errors alleged are such as to justify us in
bringing the case here for review.
We proceed, then, to consider what the ques-
tions are in which, if it exists at all, our juris-
diction depends.
The particular provisions of the Constitution
«f the United States on which counsel rely are
found in Arte. IV., V., VI., and XIV. of the
amendments, as follows:
Art IV. The right of the people to be seenre
la their persons, honses, papers, and effects
against unreasonable search and seizures shall
«us be violated.
Ait V. No person . . . shall bo compelled
In any criminal case to be a witness against
himself, nor be deprived of life, liberty, or prop-
•rty without due process of law.
Art VL In all criminal prosecutions the ac-
f®*#* “koU onjoy the right to a speedy and pub-
Uf trial by an impartial jury of the State and
district wherein the crime shall have been com-
mitted. wbioh district shall have been previ-
ously ascertained by law.
Art. XIV., Sec. 1. No State shall make or en-
force any law which shall abridge the privileges
•r immunities of citizens of the United ttates ;
nor shall any State deprive any person of life,
of property without due process of law.
That the first ten articles of amendment were
not intended to limit the powers of the State
jiovemments in respect to their own citizens,
tout to operate on the National Government
alone, was decided more than a hull centurv
Ago, and that decision has been steadily odbereii
to since. Barron vs. Baltimore. 7 Peters, U.i,
;XAttog8ton va. Maore, idem., 469. 452; Fox
V*. Ohio, 5 How. -410, 484 ; Smith vs. Maryland.
71. 76 ; Withers vs. Buckley, How, 84,
91; Pen-ear vs. The Commonwealth. 5 Wail,
S5' T^llchell vs. The Commonwealtn, 7
How, Wl, 325 ; Justices vs Murray, 9 Wall, 274.
*78 : Edwards vs. Elliott, 21 Wall, 532, 557;
Walker vs. Sanvinet, 92 United Staten, 9J;
United States vs. Crulkslmnk, 92 United Raton,
Pearson vs. Yewdall, 95 United States.
»A 296; Davidson vs. New Orleans, 9i United
fltates, 97, 101 ; Kelly vs. Pittsburg, 104 United
•Utes. 79 ; Presser vs. Illinois. 110 United States.
952, 2f 5.
It was contended, however, in argument that
though originally the first ten amendments were
adopted as limitations on Federal power, yet in
eo far as they seenre and recognize fundamental
rights, common law rights of the man, they
make them privileges and immunities of the
man aa a citizen of the United States, and can
»ot now be abridged by a State nnder the four-
teenth amendment.
In other words, while the ten amendments as
limitations on power only apply to the Federal
Government, and not to the States, yet in so
far as they declare or recognize rgbts of per-
•pus, these rights are theirs as citizens of the
United States, and the fourteenth amendment
•ato such rights limits State power, as the ten
amendments had limited Federal power
It is also contended that the provisions of the
but Iwo-Theodo-w Danker, the thiru Juror who
was sworn, and H. T Sanford; the last who
was called and sworn after all the peremptory
challenges of the defendants had been ex-
hausted. At the trial the court construed the
statute to mean that “although a juror called
as a Juryman may have formed an opinion
based upon rumor or upon newspaper state-
ment, but has expressed no opinion os to the
truth the newspaper statement, he is still
qualified as a juror if he states that he can
fairly and impartially render a verdict thereon
in accordance with the law and the evidence,
and the Court shall be satisfied of the truth of
such statement. It is not a test question
whether a juror will have the opinion which
he has formed from newspapers changed by
the evidence, bnt whether his verdict will be
based only upon the account which may here
be given by witnesses under oath.
Interpreted in this way the statute is not ma-
terially different from that of the Territory of
Utah, whiah we had under consideration in
Hopt vs.'Utah Supra, and to which wo then
gave effect As that^ras a Terri trial statute
passed by a Territorial Legislature for the gov-
ernment of a Territory over which the UnTt**d
Mates has exclusive jurisdiction, it came di-
rectly within the operation of Article o of the
amendments, which guaranteed to Hopt a trial
by impartial Jury. Webster vs. Reid, 11 ; Hbw-
ard, 487, 439. No one at that time suggested a
donbt of the constitutionality of the statute,
and it was regarded, both in the Territorial
oonrts and here, as furnishing the proper rule
to be observed by a Territorial court in impan-
eling an impartial jury in a criminal case.
A similar statute was enac.ed in New York
May 3, 1872. (Acts of 1872, 0 475,9 New York
Mate-at-large, second edition, 373 ; in Michigan,
April 18, 1873, acts of 1873, 16*, act J17, Howell;
statute of 9,564, and also in Nebraska, compiled
statutes of Nebraska, 1885, p. 383, and Criminal
Code of Nebraska 408.] The constitution alitv of
the statute of New York was sustained by the
Court of Appeals of that State in Stokes vs. the
People, 53 New York, 164 to 172, decided June
10, 1873, and it has been acted upon without ob-
jection ever since. So far as we have been able
to discover no doubt has ever been entertained
in Michigan or Nebraska of the constitutionality
of the statutes of those States respectively, but
they have always been treated by their Su-
preme Conrts as valid, both under the Constitu-
tion of the United States and under that of the
State. | Stephens vs. the People, 38 Michigan,
739 to 745; Ulrich vs. the People, 39 Michigan,
245; Murphy vs. the State, 15 Nebraska, 383.1
Indeed, the rale of the statute of Illinois, as
it was construed by the trial court, is not ma-
terially different from that which has been
adopted by the courts in many of the States
without legislative action. | Commonwealth vs.
Webster, 5 Cashing, 295 ; Holt vs. the people,
19 Michigan, 224; State vs. Fox, 1 Dutcher. 6C6;
Ostrander vs. the Commonwealth, 3 Leigh, 780;
State vs. Ellington, 7 Wendell, 61 ; Smith vs.
Eames, 3 Boom, 81. See also an elaborate note
to this last case in 30 A. M. dec. 521, where a
very large, number of authorities on this sec-
tion are cited.) Without pursuing - this subject
farther it is sufficient to say that we agree en-
tirely with the Supreme Court of Illinois in the
opinion that the statute on its face as construed
by the trial court is not repugnant to Section 9
of Article 2 of the constitution oft)
apt done, and, thersforat we cannot consldei
tnu coustitutiouul quoktiou suppose*,* to he in-
VOlVlMt"
AT CHICAGO.
How tho Prisoners Received the News—, Police Precautions.
Chicago, Nov. 3,
When tho news came from Washington that
the Supreme Court had refused the writ of
error and made public its decision, to say that
the heart of every man around the jail jumped
up into his throat almost tells the truth. Clerk
Price actually turned pale and Jailer Folx
talked with excitement. It is understood that
everything rests on that decision, and
it wus waited for with as much
dread almost as though each man
himself was interested. Tho information was
hastily written on a slip of paper, and Chief
Clerk Price himself too* the notes up to Boies
and Parsons to see what they would say. Their
faces might as well have been stone for all the
feeling they betrayed. *ot a shit or, a shrug
of the shoulders, nor any act that looked as if
it made any difference to them .whether the
Hu]irome Court decided they should hang or
not. When Clerk Price broke the news to
Parsons the latter wus as impassive as
a marble statue. Not a muscle moved, and if
bi-t heart stood still an Instant no one could tell
it. Pu ting his cigar between his Ups. he
picked up a nowsprpjr and slowly remarked:
."Well, I don’t tbina I have anything to say.”
"Will you antwor the note?" “No, I believe
not." "Do you believe it?“ “It may be true."
Spies’ conduct was Parsons’ over again.
Mr. Osborne, who keeps the death-watch in
murderers' row, was tbeu prevailed upon to go
to the cell of each anarchist and tell him the
decision of the Supreme Court When the
white-haired officer comedown he was trem-
bling with emotion and his voice was choked.
“I don't want to do that again," stammered
he. “Every time I spoke to one of those fellows
I thonght I was giving him his death sentence,
while each one turned and looked at me as un-
concerned as if I was telling him nothing of any
importance. Llngg said he expected it. Fischer
said, 'Is thot so?' and the rest merely grunted
their acknowledgment It did seem as if a flush
spread over their faces when I told them, bnt
perhaps I imagined it EacU one turned to
DR. MOSES GUNN DEAD. the “clever fellow."
 that State, ̂UUUBWfcUWUU UI UIIU OHIWJ,
which guarantees to the accused party in every
criminal prosecution a speedy trial by an im-
partial jury of the county or district in which
the offense is alleged to have been committed.
As this is substantially the provision of the
Constitution of the United States, on which the
peUtioners now rely, it follows that even if
their position as to the oi>eration and effect of
that Constitution is correct the statute is not
open to the objection which is made against it.
THE CHALLENGED JURORS.
We proceed then to the consideration of the
grounds of challenge to the jurors, Donker and
Sanford, to see if, in the actual administration
of the rule of the statute by the court, the
rights of these defendants under the Constitu-
tion of the United States were in any way im-
paired.
I The court then gives extracts from the exam-
ination of Deaker by the defense, and says that
he was challenged for cause by tho defendants,
but before any decision was made thereon he
was questioned by the court, and the coart's ex-
amination is appended. “The court." it contin-
ues, "thereupon overruled the challenge, but
before the Juror was accepted and sworn ho was
further examined by counsel for tl.e defend-
ants.” (This examiuatlon is also reprinted from
the record.) Tne court then Bars that the ex-
amination of the juror by counsel for the de-
fendants closed and bo was examined b s’ the
attorney for the Stats, and citations arc given
from the questions and answers in this exam-
ination. The opinion continues :]
At the close of the examination neither party
Challenged the juror peremptorily, and ho was
accented and sworn. When this occurred it was
not denied the defendants were still entitled to
143 peremptory challenges, or about that num-
ber.
When Juror Sanford was called he was first
examined by counsel for the defendants. (The
examination is here quoted.) At the close of this
examination on tbo port of the defendants the
juror was challenged on their behalf for cause,
and the attorney for the Mato, after it was as-
certiiinid that all tiie peremptory chalKnges
of the defendants had been exhausted, took
up the examination of tho juror. (The result
of this examination is given, as is the ruling
of the court denying tho challenge to over-
- ---------- com pel h m ______
himself. The objections are in brief, (if That
a statute of this State as construed by the court
vuunm-
armg whether the Constitution of the United
Mates has the effect which is claimed, it is
Sniper to inquire whether the Federal ques-
(tons relied on In fact arlw on the face of this
caeora.
THK QUESTION ON THE ILLINOIS STATUTE.
One statute to which objection is made was
•moved March 12, 1874, and has been in force
•looe July 1 of that year. The complaint is that
the trial conrt, acting under this statute and in
its require menu, compelled
hapeUtioners, against their will, to submit to
i trial by a Ju7that was not impartial, and
fans deprived them of one of tbo fundamental
accordance with
thu rUvw mkiuivi uuoui uu l a u i
Eights which they had as citizens of the United
Mates nnder the National Constitution ; and
that if the sentence of the court la carried into
a location they will be deprived of their live«
without due procesa of law." In Hoot vs.
Utah, 120 United State a. 4*>. It was decided by
this court that where a challenge- by a defend-
aatin a criminal action to a juror for bio*,
actual or implied, is dlsallowt d, and the juror
Istheroupon peremptorily rfaoiivnged by the
defendant and excused, and an impartial and
•oupetent juror is obtained in hlsniaco, no in-
jury is done the defendant if, until the jury is
completed, be has other peremptory challeu es
which he csa use ; and so in Hayes vs. Mism uri.
120 United States 7i, it was said, “The right to
•hallense Is the right to reject, nos to select, a
Juror If from those who remain nu Impar-
tial Jury Is obtained the const itationsl right
at the accused is maintained.- Of the comet-
oea« of these rulings we entertain no doubt
We are therefore confined in this case to the
rule tor cause, and stating that as the peremp-
tory challenges of tho defense ere exhausted
Sanford is a juror to try tho case, so far aa the
defendants are coucprned). This was accepted
by both parties, the court says, as a true state-
ment of the then condition of the case, and
after some further examination of the juror,
which elicited nothing of importance Jn con-
nection with the inquiry, noyieremptory chal-
lenge having been imposed by the State, Sin-
ford was sworn as a juror, aud the panel was
thns complete.
This, so far as we have been advised, pre-
sents all there is in the record wuich this court
con consider touching the challenge of those
two jnrora bv the defendants /or cause.
In Reynolds vs. the United Slates. 98 U. B.,
145 to 15u, it was decided by tl is court that in
order to Justify the reversal ot the judgment of
the Supreme Court of the Territory of Utah for
refusing to allow a challenge to a juror lu a
criminal case on the ground that he had
formed and expressed an opinion as to the is-
sues to be tried, it must be made clearly to ap-
pear that upon the evidence the court ought to
have found the Juror had formed such an opinion
that he could not in law be deemed impartial.
The case most be one In which It is manliest tho
1** left nothing to the conscience or discretion
of the coart. If each is the degree of str ctness
which is required in the ordinary cases of writs
from one court to another in tho same general
jurisdiction, we ought to be careful that it is
not at all relaxed in a case like this when the
ground relied on for the reversal by this c»,urt of
a judgment of the highest court of the State is
that the error complained of is so great as to
amount to a denial by the State of a trial by an
impartial jury to one who is accused of crime.
Wo are unhesitatlnglv of tbo opinion that no
such case is disclosed by this record.
We come now to consider the objection that
the defendant Spies was compelled by the court
to be a witness against himself. He voluntarily
offered himself a witness in his own behalf,
and by so doing he became bound to submit
himself to a proper cross-examination. The
complaint is that he was required on cross-ex-
amination to state whether he had received a
certain letter which was shown, purporting
to have been written by Johann Most,
and addressed to him, and upon his
fN PIL be bad, the conrt allowed
wj* le“®r *»« road In evidence against him.
1 bis, it is claimed, was not proper cross-exami-
nation. It is not eontended that the subject to
which tho cross-examination related was not
pertinent to the issue to be tried, and whether a
croHs-examinatiou must be conflued to matters
pertinent to the testimony In chief, or may be
extended to the matter in Issue, is certainly a
question of State law In the courts of the State
and not the Federal law
Something lias been said In argument about
an alleged un re aeon able search and seizure of
the papers aud property of some or the defend-
ants, and their use In evidence on the trial of
tho case. Special reference le mails in this con-
nection to the letter of Moer, about which Spiee
was croee-okaiu ued, but wo have not been ro-
ferred to any part of the record In which it ap-
l>caro that objection waa made to the
uee of the evidence on that account, and
upon this point the Supreme Court of tho
State in that part of ita opinion which
hae been printed with this motion remarks ae
follows; “The objection that tho letter was
obtained from the defendant by an unlawful
seizure is made for the first time lu this court.
It was not made on the trial in the court below.
Such an objtcLou ae this, whion is not sug-
gested by the nature of the offered evidence,
u <!!i,?ndi upon th® Proof of an outside fact,
should have been made on the trial. The defense
should have proved that the Most letter was
One of the letters Illegally seized by the police.
noMd Us ! th#n bav# m0T#^ *0 Pelade, or op-
whatever he was doing and T pajsed'ento the
next. Just see how 1 tremble, while they are
as cool as cucumbers."
The first visitor to arrive at the jail after the
news became public was Mrs. Engel, who never
full to call twice every day to see her husband.
She remained in the jail office for about ten
minutes awaiting the appearance of her hus-
band. She was, indeed, an object of pity.
Llngg’s girl was the next to arrive. She cried
rontinually. Lingg, on the other hand, was the
happiest man in the prison. He wore his usual
flaming red necktie, and laughed and chatted
with his visitor, who replied to his sallies with
tears in her eyes.
Just before Spies’ cell was unlocked to release
him for a brief hour and a half he coolly lighted
a cigar, and as he stepped from his cell to the
floor below looked the picture of a contented
gentleman going out for a stroll. He never held
his head higher nor smiled more benevolently.
In the cage stood the aged and Borrowing
mother of Spies, accompanied bv his two broth-
ers, Ferdinand and Henry. Mrs. Spies was
dressed in deep mourning, aud was scarcely
able to support herself in her grief.
Mrs. Schwab talked long and earnestly with
her husband. Her face wus flushed with ex-
citement. and to sll attempts at a conversation,
by the other visitors she turned a deaf ear.
''Mrs. Parsons brought her two children with
her, and they were allowed to go behind the
bars and play with their father. Parsons is far
from overawed at his approaching fate. On be-
ing ailed how he felt ne replied : "I feel oretty
much as did my ancestor Jonathan Parsons,
who served in the good canse ot 1776. He was
the original of the term 'Brother Jonathan/
and was a likely man In his day. An elder, by
the way." And without further explanation he
turned on his heel, took another whiff at his
cigar, and walked off.
Nina Van Zandt was the last of the prisoners’
friends who came to the jail in the afternoon.
She remainod for about fifteen minutes, and
then turned to Sheriff Mutson.
"It looks very bad for August," sho said, “and
I really don’t know what to think. This is fear-
ful, isn’t it?" 
Outsido the jail the preparations for prevent-
ing any kind of attacks were noticed on every
ha-id. Immediately on receipt of the news from
the Hast a detail of police arrived from tha
Central Station and were distributed about the
building and its approaones. Capt. Schaack
arrived early in the afternoon and renewed his
orders for vigilance on the p irt of his men.
The officers have little fear of any attempt
at violence from outside sources. Tho only
preparation for tho hanging that has been
made by tho Sheriff was to give an order for
rope.
Within two hours of tho receipt of tho nows
from Washington an order came from the
Grand Jury in session ordering the Jailer to re-
lease eleven prisoners who wore confined on
various charges. It is understood that several
dlschurKos will be made each day. Only a --
gravate l cases will bo held for trial. It U do-
sirublo that there be as fer/ prisoners as possi-
ble on Nov. 1 . It is also quite probable that a
number of prisoners will bo taken to tho police
stations for safe keeping until after tho execu-
tion.
Captain Schaack very naturally believes that
should there be any organized demonstration
ol the anarchists out of jail the throat often
expressed of sotting fire to the town would b«
the first plan carried out, and this would in-
clude the demolition of the water works by
dynamite. As a prec lutio'n, he has stationed
in the water-works building a strong guard,
armed with Winchester rifles and revolvers.
ELSEWHERE.
New York and 8t Louis Anarchists Wild
with Rag:*-,— Vengeance Threatened.
Tho Now Yc X‘i anarchist1) are wild over the
decision of the Supreme
from that city, ami three
auce. Said one of them : “There are fully h.'oo
or 10,000 recently enrolled into a new order
called Anarchists' Avengers' Society, sworn to
butcher any one concerned in tho mnrderof
anv of our numbers. It’s a new order, but Its
lufluonco will scon be known."
The news of tho decision was received with ter-
rible turoats. They immediately called a meet-
ing to express hatred fir tho Government and
the existing order of things. Tho editor of the
anarchist organ said: “If these men are al-
lowed to hang there will be an outbreak in Chi-
cogo that tho authorities will be powerless to
(luell. and that will result in bloodshed and
damage to property. The reign of tmor that
now prevails in Russia will be inaugurated ia
this country."
Ncebe, Like Nlobe, Is All Tears.
_ , „ L Joliet, HI., Nor. 8.
Louis Neebe, brother of Oscar Neebe, the
anarchist doing a seventeen-year sentence
here, visited his convict brother at the prison
to bring him the news of the doom of the con-
demned seven at Chicago. Neebe was over-
come with emotion and shod tear* copiously.
George Francis Train's Terrible Threat
. Omaha, Neb., Nov. 8.
When tho news from Washington which set-
tled the fate of Chicago’s seven condemned An-
archist* reached this city George Frauds Train
cried like a baby and deulared his intention of
leaving the United Stales forever. He says he
will go to live in ’1 cronto, Canada,
A Ctso of Conscience*
Kentucky Judge (to Commonwealth’s
Attorney)— “Are the gentlemen ready
for trial?” J
Attorney— “They are not, your
honor. One of the principal witnesses
forgot to bring his Winchester rifle.”
Judge (angrily)— Mr. Clerk, enter
np a fine of ten dollars against him for
contempt of court.” — Arkansaw Trav-
eler. __ _
In 1087 the sea retired from the coast
of Peru and returned in mountainous
wares which destroyed everything on
the coast, among other places Callao.
The University of Edinburgh was
founded in lool’, and Trinity College.
Dublin, in 159/.
The Brilliant Surgeon’s Career
Cut Short by Maglignant
Disease.
The death of Dr. Moses Gunn of Chi-
#ago, says a dispatch from that city, waa a
severe blow to the
medical profession.
Like Dr. Gross of
Philadelphia or Dr.
Hlayter or Buffalo, he
was wbat is called Ma
giant” in the profes-
sion, known far and
wide.' He died of a
malignant form of
moser omrtf liver disease. Dr.MOSES GI NS. Gunn wa8 celebrated
as mnoh for his clean and honorable con-
duct toward his brother professionals as
for the rapidity and accuracy with which
he diagnosed all cases brought before him.
His profound, rapid judgment was consid-
ered something wonderful, and all who
knew him remember him beet for that.
He was regarded by many of the leading
surgeons as the best man in the profession
to call in for consultation, and bis clear,
quick judgment was always invaluable on
anch occasions.
Dr. Gunn was never in greater glee than
when, surrounded by his students, he was
at work upon a patient, and he always had
a joke which aided in fixing wbat was diffi-
cult of remembrance in his students’
memories. His droll stories were as fa-
miliar to the rising medical profession as
u household words.” His most technical
lectures fairly bubbled over with wit and
originality, and it was contrary to his very
nature ever to become tedious. Whenever
his familiar "that reminds me of some-
thing” was spoken his class knew at once
that some rich fan was in store.
Dr. Gnnn bad been in Chicago twenty
years, practicing nothing bnt surgery, at
which he was a recognized authority. All
this lime he bad held the chair of surgery
at Ku-rfh Medical College. The graduates
from that institution can testify to his su-
periority as an instractor.
Dr. Gunn was born in Ontario Connty,
N. Y., in 1832. He was a beardless youth
when he graduated from the old college at
Geneva, N. Y., in 184G. Bnt he was an
ambitious yonth and determined to migrate.
He landed at Ann Arbor, Mich., a few
days later, the possessor of an innocent-
looking pair or tranks. In one were his
few books and clothing, while the o thor
contained the body of a colored man which
he intended to dissect before the eyes of
the Western doctors. He soon gathered
quite a class about him. Ann Arbor Uni-
versity had no medical college at' that time,
bnt the labors of Dr. Gnnn opened the
eyes of the faculty, and a department was
toon established, with Dr. Gnnn in the
:hair. The class of work was limited, and
after the war he came to Chicago and rap-
idly advanced to the front of the profes-
rion here^ _
ANARCHISTIC PICTURES.
August Spies, the Anarchist Editor, in
the Hands of a Tonsorial
Artiat
Spies is not an unwashed anarchist. He
is clean and neat in personal appearance,




in dress, and shaves twice or thrice a week.
The accompanying cut is copied from a
photograph 'taken of the anarchistic editor






has been known on-
ly as “Lingg’s girl,”




lasted bnt two days.
Her friends say
Lingg objected to
the somber black she
had assamed, and




• Many sat at tho trial. Of th«M there wer. ] obtataod by such Usual Ssixure. Tbi. ws. | ties in Spain dlimg Moor^h d. w uLn,
Where Diamonds Are Polished*
One of the great industries of Am-
sterdam is the cutting and polishing of
diamonds; and neaily all the finest
diamonds in the world are brought here
to be out into shape. We will make a
visit to one of the principal diamond
establishments, and when we get there
I think we shall be surprised to find a
great factory, four or five stories high,
a steam-engine in the basement, and
fiy-wheels, and leathern bands, and all
sorts of whirring machinery in the dif-
ferent stories. On the very top floor
the diamonds are finished and polished,
and here we see skillful workmen sit-
ting before rapidly revolving disk* of
steel, against which the diamonds are
pressed and polished. It requires great
skill, time, and patience before one of
hese valuable gems is got into that
shape in which it will best shine, spar-
kle, and show its purity. Nearly naif
the diamonds produced in the world,
the best of which come from Brazil,
are sent to this factory to be cut and
polished. Here the great Koh-i-noor
was cut; and we are ahown modela of
that and of other famona diamonds that
were cut in these rooms,— .Frank R,
8tockt<n\ in St. Ni- hoUw.
The Man Who In Everybody’s Vrland bnf
His Own— A Familiar Chasaater a»
Everywhere Found.
Ho is an American institution. His-
habitat is the country village. If you
should go gunning far him in the win-
ter yon would find him in the village*
store which kept the best fire. If you
went troppimr for him yon would set.
your trap in the cracker barrel. If you
wanted to creep up and catch him in the*
summer, you would find him on a salt
barrel in front of a store on the south;
side of the street if it did not rain.
Summer or winter yon will find' himi
smoking cheap tobacco in a clay pipe,
unless it is election time, and then you
will find him smoking a cigar which
would blister a tomato can.
He carries his hands in his pockets*
His trousers are worn out around the
delta. He gets his hair ent so seldom
that when it is cut there is a wide mar-
gin of pallor which makes him look as
though he had had a long run of fever.
Why do we call him a clever fellow?
Because he never hurts anybody. He
never stirred aroond and got the start
of anybody and made a big trade. He
never gets interested in politics and ar-
gues until some one wants to destroy
him off the earth. His information on
general subjects is large and compre-
hensive. He is the village and subur-
ban directory. He remembers when
the mercury went down to 25 once be-
fore. It was January 25, 1863. The
snow was four feet deep that winter,
and lay on the ground until spring.
He is authority on the genealogy of
every family in the village. He will
take oat his pipe, reach around and
scratch his back, and say : “Jim
Smith’s first wife was a Simmons. Com©
np from Solsville way; the Simmonsea
that kept the tavern, and the oldest boy
fit into the Mexican war. He hadn’t
but one leg and got a pension and be-
longed tb the Methodist Church and
boarded mostly at old Kipper Brown’s,
an’ he peddled essences an’ thread an’
suspenders and bed a wart on his nose. ̂
Thus he can go on for hours aud give
you solid facts about every family in
the vicinity.
In the romantic realm of love he
rules as a very Cupid devoid of bow '
and arrows, and clothed in a suit of
blue jeans and a stale smell of tobacco*
Would you know who took Araminta
out riding, or who pulled down the
blinds fit Belinda's abode, you mush
consult our hero. Many and rich are
the jokes he cracks from his throne on
the codfish box at the store, and hot
are the blushes he evokes on the oheek
of the adolescent youth.
He is handy and willing to help
everybody only himself. Is a cellar
being dug, there vou may find him
with his hands in his pockets, his back
againftt a tree, and a pipe in bis month
helping to dig a cellar. Wisely and.
carefully does he expectorate every
time a shovelful of dirt falls at his feet
Has the merchant a cask of molasses to>
roll into the cellar. Then on the long
rope way back out in the middle of the
road, you will find the clever fellow
with his hands out of his pockets and
his pipe laid away, ready to lower oa
the long rope, and if he gets partially
asleep and the rope jerks him forward
on his nose, it will add'interest to the
scene, and make the village look lively.
He is also great when a horse or cow ia
sick. He always has a recipe for a
sick horse. He suggests salts, or soapr
or bleeding uuder the tongue, or alum,
or a half pound of soda. You never
saw such a willing fellow, and the
gravestone peddler or drummer who
owns the sick horse is so grateful that
he wants to knock the clever fellow
through the side of the barn. He will
sit up all night with a sick cow and
smoke, and the cow generally dies.
His ideas on art are more than twenty
laps ahead of Raphael or Pidias. He
comes out strong when somebody i»
having a house painted. He will help
carry the ladders and mix the paints,
and then sit on the top board of the
fence across the way and roll out a
whole treatise on the harmony of colors*
Everybody in the village calls on him
for help. He carries the paste when
the circus bills are put np. He bosses
the digging of the hole when the Re-
publican and Democratic poles are re-
spectively pat np. He gets an ear
blown to rags and his face full of pow-
der firing the anvil on “the Fourth."
In fact, he is indispensible everywhere
except at home.
He is not a general and sweeping
success at home. His ideas on art nave
not yet eliminated the straw hats and
old coats from the windows at home.
Good jndge of architecture os he is he
yet conveys his smoke out of his house
through a six-inch stove-pipe in the
roof. A very poor prophet in his ad-
vice to children, his own poor brats go
barefoot nntil their feet look like alli-
gator hand-bags. Handy to help every-
body else, his own wife splits up the
woodshed door to cook his dinner, and
when he gets back to his seat on the
salt barrel and commences in epionrian
style a dissertation on chicken salad
you will see crumbs of oornbread in
his whiskers.
For this clever fellow, with all his
cleverness does not get rich. He hae
too much to attend to. He has ne
time The interests of the whole vil-
lage rest on him, and his personal
aflairs must suffer. He is always turn-
ing a grindstone to sharpen some one
else’s ax. _
Fortune has been considered the -
guardian divimjtv of fools, and, on this “
score, she has been accused of blind-
ness; but it should rather be adduced
os a proof) of her sagacity, when she
helps thosq who certainly cannot help
themselvefergCMow.
A BMi^A^nd is said to be a oign of
refined .f "Tow vulgar, then, must
be the man Wi i^lds four aces.
i.’r' ?* % •
THE FUNNY PROFESSOR.
CommenU of the Compositors Who Set Up
His Copy and Discouraged His Work.
Professor Remington, of the Gala*
can thus Academy,' the author of many
of the amusing articles which have re*
oently appeared in the Daily Horn,
called on the editor of that journal sev-
eral evenings ago, and after much “tit-
tering, ^ said:
“If, sir, the articles which I have
•been sending to your influential jour-
nal were humorous, II have now pre-
pared one for you that is unreservedly
runny— so funny, indeed, that even I,
•after conceiving it, and thereby being
prepared for all surprises, cannot read
it over without extreme laughter. I
•should think that when an author
laughs at his own conceits it is the best
test of their mirth-provoking qualities.
Artemus Ward, you know, often
laughed uproariously at some of his
.jokes, and, what better bears out the
truth of my observation, the jokes that
most excited his laughter had the most
effect upon his readers. ”
The editor, who was running a six-
line advertisement for the Calacanthus
Academy, agreed with the Professor.
“I am told,” said the school man,
that printers are fair judges of hu-
mor.”
“Yes,” replied the editor.
“Well, then, sir, when they strike
this article a wave of mirth will ride
throughout your entire office. By the
way, I would like to take ' an un-
observed position and hear their com-
ment.”
The editor consented, and the Pro-
fessor secreted himself behind a pile of
paper. He had to smother his mirth
when he recalled certain expressions
in the article, and once, had it not
PERSONAL CHARMS.
been for the timely and vigorous use
of his handkerchief, he would, with a
snort, have betrayed his hiding place.
First compositor (with a groan)— I’ve
.gone into the floral business.
Second compositor— How so? v
First compositor— Caught some slush
<from Calacanthus.
Third compositor (with a groan)— Is
that chump writing again ?
First compositor— Yes ; and he’s extra
funny this time.
Second compositor— He’s calculated
40 make a man tired.
First compositor — Yes ; and yet some
How the DeUftrttan Theory of Develop-
ment Beautliles Women.
Whst is the Dolsartian method!1
If ladies can secare cultivation of the voice,
so as to read and converse in sweetly modu-
lated yet strong and deep tones, and by the
same oourse of training acquire grace of car-
riage and the development of chest and luugs
that ensures health and adds to personal
charms, the methods employed are worthy
investigation.
Bo thought our reporter, who called upon
"“^.Grey, the noted teacher of Oratory
hotel* ** 0116 °f 0,lr leading
As he entered the room a lady taU but well
proportioned came with graceful movement
toward him. A well-shaped head, crowned
with a wealth of iron-gray hair, dark, brill-
iant eyes, beneath finely arched brows, were
noted as she approached. When she spoke it
was with a voice sweet and low, yot with a
wonderful compass.
•What is the secret of this power of vocal
expression you seem to have?"
n 8ecrei? ihere is no secret," laughed Mme.
uray. Time was when 1 bad one of the
'o&kest and thinnest of voices. Any one can
At Peace.
A stomach In revolt is an obdurate rebel.
Corrected with Hostetler's Stomach Bitten, Its
dissensions with the food introtnoed Into it In
unwary momenta of appetite ceases. Then it
is at peace. Then dyspepsia abandons its grip.
Then such fractions manifestations as heart-
burn, a sinking sensation in the pit of the abdo-
men between meals and unnatural fullness aft-
ward, flatulence, acid gulplngs, biliousness.
oeM® inflict martyrdom. After a oourse
of the national tonic and alterative, the liver
and bowels, always more or less disordered dur-
mg a prolonged attack of indigestion, resamo
tneir functions ami become regular. Thus not
only dyspepsia but its concomitants, codstipa-
Won and biliousness, are conquered by the med-
icine, which remedies their fruitful cause,
weakness of the organs of digestion. The epl-
?erve’ 0#llu*ar tissue, in short, every
$500 Reward,
If you suffer from dull, heavy headache.
?X0,“.8
timee profuee, watery, and acrid, at others
thick, tenaoious, mucous, purulent, bloody,
and putrid; if the oyes are weak, watery, ami
inflamed, and there is ringing in the ears,
deafness, hacking or coughing to dear the
thrmt OTniu.ti.PB linn n# ^..ll._ ...
DAYLIGHT.
ing chan god and having a nasal twang; the
breath offensive; smelt and taste impaired;
exporionoo a sensation of dlszinoHS, withmon-
taf depression, a hacking oough, and general
lnvlgo7ant8°r ̂  rogulurity from 1 0 benign
accomplish what I have done. It is so easj
Jt irst
people wonder why printers drink.
Third compositor— The real wonder
4b that they don’t commit suicide.
Fourth compositor— Helloa, I’ve got
a take of it. Wish I had that fellow.
First compositor — What would you
•<lo with him?
Fourth compositor— Teach him to
fltand on his hind legs.
Third compositor— He’s getting fun-
nier. SfQrs here that a widow is a wid-
•ow because her husband won’t live wid
*er.
Loud groans.
First compositor— Hold on; here’s a
master stroke. Says that the vellow
•negro ought to have more affection for
the mule than the black negro has,
because the yellow fellow is a mule-
*tto.
More groans.
The printers loudly thumped their
•cases.
Third compositor— Wonder if the law
would do anything with a man for kill-
ing him?
F burth compositor — Not if the jurv
•had any sense.
Second compositor— That settles it.
If that fellow comes aronnd here I will
bathe my hands in his cold and watery
Wood.
The Professor slipped away. As he
passed through the editorial room the
editor innocently asked:
“Professor, won’t you stay and look
to acquire a full, resonant voice, that will
never tire or grow hoarse. All vocal disabil-
ities may bo ovorcome, hesitation, stammer-
soon disappear under proper
tern?”015 sffect the physical sys-
^ develop the bust to almost
meal perfection. Gentlemen will add four or
five inches chest measurement in as many
months,”
then?”* ̂ dable from a point of beauty,
“Yes, ladies gain the roundnoss of waist,
taper of arm and hand, and tho perfect poise,
ease and grace in movement, that add so much
to personal charms.”
aj“®alth, I should think, would be benefited,
“Indeed it is. Lung and throat troubles de-
crease, narrow cheats and thin arms are do-
veloped, and female weakness largely over-come." °
“It seems to be a regular panacea?”
“No, I am sorry to say that some organs
cannot be made good in this way after they
have been injured as mine wore by a sojourn
near a Southern swamp. Before I tried phys-
ical culture and Warner’s safe cure I was a
confirmed invalid. I was consumptive in
early life, and it Is only a few years since I
overcame a serious liver troubla I owe much
to Warner’s safe cure, and I do not hesitate to
acknowledge it*
"And the consumption tendency?”
"Disappeared after the use of this remedy,
and when I learned how to breatha Not one
in twenty breathe in such a way as to fill the
air-cells, to expand the strong muscles at the
base of the lungs, which should do the labor
of expelling air. Hence, if kidney disease
prevails, the lungs affected by the kidney
poisoned blood soon give way."
“Is not yonr system the Delsartian theory?”
Yes, and I greatly rejoiced when this grand
teacher gave to the world his ideas. They
correspond to those I had long taught, for I
am a pioneer in this work, and have devoted
life and energy to teaching the world that
women may gain vocal accomplishments,
health, grace and beauty all at the same time
by these methods of cultivation.”
"You are yet teaching?”
"Yes, at the School of Oratory and Physical
Cnlture at Syracuse, N. Y., a permanent in-
stitution, now in very success fol progress.*
Steel wire mats are a new article in
metallurgical industry. They are
made from steel wire, with steel frame
and steel braces, all perfectly galvaniz
rwl AM/) a wrv «*•,**« w J ___ Al ________ M
ed, and are wear and weather proof, are
self-cleaning, require no shaking, and
bv the slightest scrape, snow, ice, mud,
clay, and water are wiped out of sight.
Seasons of depression in trade are
generally followed by years of success
and prosperity.
A stop-watch— a sleeping policeman.
—Philadelphia Herald.
Bbautivui. woman, irora wnence came thy
bloom,
Thy beaming eye, thy features fair?
Wbat kindly band on thee was laid—
Endowing tnee with beauty rare?
" ’Twaa not ever thus,’ the dame replied,
"Once pale thlR face, these features bold ;
The ' favorite Prescription ’ of Dr. Plorco
Wrought the wonderous change which you bo-
debility, then you are suffering from ohronio
nasal catarrh. Only a few of the abovfc-named
symptoms are likely to be present in any one-j — .••.uij ivy i/u |jtcouu» «u u uuu
case at one time, or in one stage of the dls-
Thonsands of oases annually, without
manifesting half of the above symptoms, re-
sult in consumption and end in the grave. No
disease is so common, more deceptive, and
dangerous, less understood, or more unsno-
I'OHlirilllv tMBliwl -I --- i -1 ___ mi ______-- ^ va i ---- ----
in good faith, |500 reward for a caseof cal
tarrh which they cannot cure. The remedy is
sold by druggists at only 50 cents.
The best bolt rood is that around a
pretty girl’s waist.
How to Gain Flesh and Strength.
Use after each meal Scott’s Emulsion with
Hypopbosphitea It is as palatable as milk,
and easily digested. The rapidity with which
delicate people improve wuh its nse is won-
derful Use it and try your weight As a
remedy for Consumption, 'Jhroat affections,
and Bronchitis, it is unequaled. Please read:
“I used Scott’s . Emulsion in a child eight
months old with good results.. <He gained four
Yinnnrlfi in A vapv atmpk tmn n _ 7l'ar\ Pnvww
---- — — — 0 . WW M  SB v/ WU*
pounds in a very short time. "—Tho. Pbim,
M. D., Alabama.
If a gentleman by
the name of Day
volunteers to throw




others may go end
do as hs has done
and enjoy life, may
it not be reasonably called daylight f
As for instance, take the case of Captain
Sargent 8. Day, Gloucester, Hass., who
writes April 16, 1881: “Some time ago I
was suffering with rheumatism. I used e
small portion of St. Jacobs Oil and was cured
at once. I hove used it forsprains and never
once have known it to fail. I will never be
without a bottle.” Captain Day also re-
ceived a circular letter, and in reply under
date of July 1, 1887, he says : "I used the
Oil as stated and was permanently cured of
rheumatism by its use.” During the inter-
vening six yean there had been no recur-
rence of the pain. Also a letter from Mr. H.
M. Convene, of the
Warren (Mass.)
f, dated July
Money gets tight so often that it will
have a bad reputation for sobriety before
long.— Sioux City Journal.
Herald, __
9, 1887, as follows :
“in response to
youn of June 22,
would say that in




so that she could
not raise her hand
to her head. A few
applications of St,
Jacobs Oil cured her
You can outlive a slander in half the
time you can outargue it.— Lam Circular.
Golden at morniug, silver at noon, aud
lead at night,” is the old saying about eating
oranges. But there is something that is
rightly named Golden, and can be taken with
benefit at any hour of tho day. This is Dr.
Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery literally
worth its weight in gold to anyone suffering
with sorofulous affections, impurities of the
blood, or diseases of tho lungs and liver. It
is unfailing. By druggists.
We have noticed that the man who has
his nose on the grindstone generally gets
his wits sharpened. — Duluth Paragrapher.
•over your proof?”
"No, I thank you. In fact, I don’t
feel very well this evening. ’’—New
York Telegram. _ •
Peculiar Ways of Different Nations.
London Life calls attention to very
peculiar differences in the customs of
nations. Europeans uncover the head
as a token of respect or reverence;
Orientals never nnoover it, and the
Turkish ambassador is allowed to re-
tain his fez even in the presence of Her
Majesty. In church all men’s heads
Are bare; in tho synagogue it is con-
sidered wrong to remove the hat. In
China to uncover the head is a mark of
-disrespect To salute with the left
hand is a deadly insult to Mohammed-
ans in the East, and for this the native
commissioned officers of the Indian
•army in giving the military salute con-
fined it to the sword held in the right
hand without at the same time raising
the left hand to the forehead, as in the
ordinary English salute. Unlike our
Area and Population of Europe.
Gen. Strelbitski, who was selected
by the International Statistical Con-
gress held at The Hague to prepare a
report upon the area and number of in-
habitants in the different countries of
Europe, has completed his labors, the
gist of them being that the total area
of Europe is 6,283,060 square-miles, of
which 3,423,185 square miles belong to
Russia, 391,000 to Austria-Hungary,
838,000 to Germany, 333,435 to France,
312,810 to Spain, 281,615 to Sweden,
203,375 to Norway, 196,615 to Great
Britain and Ireland, 180,310 to Italy,
163,350 to Turkey in Europe and Bos-
nia, 88,810 to Denmark, 82,125 to
Roumania, 55,690 to Portugal, 40,435
to Greece, 30,375 to Servia, 25,875 to
Switzerland, 20,625 to Holland, and
18,430 to Belgium. The Russian Em
A Family Jewel.
Do ctob David Kennedy, tho famous sur-
geon aud physician, of llondout. N. Y., has
eont us a copy of his now Medical troatise, a
work of great intrinsic merit, apart from
many elegant life illustrations of rare beauty.
Wo find on examination that it is a work of
exceeding merit, ono which should be kept
and mad in every home. In addition to tho
studied and valuable medical lessons incul-
cated by the Doctor, there are two articles
from the widely-known author, Col E. Z. G
Judaon (Ned Buntline), which add to the in-
terest of the work. The printed price of this
book is only 25 cents, but any one enclosing
permanently, and sho has had no retnrn of
it.” Another cose is that of Mr. R. B. Kyte,
Tower Hill, Appomattox county, Va., who
wriU.H. November, 1886: “Was afflicted for
Um© Brown*N Bronchial Trochesr\r ̂ .1 _ _ «• tat.
for Coughs, Colds, and aU’ other” I’hroit
Troubles. -“Pre-eminently tho best"— Aw.
n rues Hu o . iwo: -w mteu
several years with rheumatism and grow
worse all the time. Eminent phyildana
Henry Ward Beecher'.
““*'• ®uuBoui pnysicians
gave no relief ; had spasms, and was not ex-
pected to live : was rubbed all over with 81
Jacobs Oil. The first application relieved.
A workingman's wife is abetter deposi-
tary of his nickels and dimes than is the
saloon-keeper.— Cincinnati Telegram.
the second removed tho Min, continued mle
invoy«cured me ; no relapse in fi e ears, and do m
much work as ever.” These are prooft of the
perfection of the remedy, and. taken in con-
nection with the miraclefc performed In other
esses, it has no equal.
PlSO S CURE FOR CONSU MPTI 0 N
$250 aS? ISKTr'1*'®8-
DO best iflll-
MENTION THIS FARB «n. .um. to or.




FREE !-To Merchants Onlt: A three-foot,
atonce oval-front Show Case. Address
Chicago.
Habitual Constiuat
U.ni-uuuv DUUW UMO, AailrOHS
Tansiui A Co., u State Street,
KIDDER’S~ a/tav sai ̂
this notice with tho namo of the paper from
3-cent postagewhence it is taken, with four « ^ou. uum
stamps, will receive the book free by mail
pire in Europe alone covers more than
half of the whole continent,
A Popular Thoroughfare.
Tho Wisconsin Central Litfe, although a
comparatively new factor in the railroaa sya-
toma of the Northwest, has acquired an envi-
able popularity. Through careful attention
to details, its service is as near perfection aa
might be looked for. The train attendants
•oem to regard their trusts as individual
property andas a result the public is served
par-excellence. The road now runs solid
through fast trains between Chicago, Milwau-
kee, 8k Paul and Minneapolis with Pullman’s
I)







best and unequalled dining cart; it also runs
trough, aolia sleepers between Chicago, Ash-
land, Duluth aqd the fambns mining regions
of Northern Wisconsin and Michigan.
A SURE CURB FOR
D.'Stet,;M„v^o„'ob£Pu ,"ot
FOR CHOLERA INFANTUM,
for a time and
- or” ALU NO
warrant mr remedy
other* hara failed Taj




MmHy tnm thsbMraM Fh*.
(•frapb. by Bux, of WMbligua.
The onlrOoneot and Artis
| tlo Portraits on tha mat
On,Ctrd« 1 1 x |l iBeh.i,
Sratlaftoltwfer SO*u. pwpelr
_____ II. A. J*ci.eN,£U FmtI HuV.T,
fefcrtm; Mom Kdp.tIdi C*., M, Y. AcnuvaatiA
women who, when they go out, adorn
2are*fufl]
------------ , embracing
the Kingdom of Poland, the Grand
Duchy of Finland, and part of the
Caucasus.
Russia also stands far in advance of
all the other nations in respect to her
population, which is given by General
Strelbitski at 94,000,000, the countries
which come next being the German
Empire (47,200,000), Austria-Hungary
(39,000,000), France (38,300,000), Great
Britain and Ireland (37,200,000), Italy
( W, 000,000', Spain (16,900,000) Swit-
zerland (7,900,000), Belgium (5,850,-
000), Roumania (5,400,000), Turkev in
Europe (4,900,000), Sweden (4,700,000),
Holland and Portugal (4,40 *,000 each),
Denmark (2,190,090), . Servia (2,000,-
000), and Norway (1,960,000). Total
for all Europe, 350,000,000. The den-
sity of the population is very different,
for while Belgium has 201 inhabitants
THE SPECIAL OFFER
Of Thh Youth’s Companion, which we have
itnhn.H«4 — admirable Double
and Christ-
— . -- -------- — ~~ .uu-pago pict-
ures, twenty pages each. These, with the
other weekly issues to January 1, 1888, will be
wnt-free to all new subscribers who send— — - — ain ouuu
•H5 ror a year’s subscription to January,
188ft The Companion has been greatly en-
nH ^it ^ ,end one dollar to us
r2.dn«*#w*.Tn.d * b?ttlB to Fou, express prepaid.
Do not healUte to send your money. Our bouse la
reliable. Established twenty-Avo year*.
WM. F. KIDDER A CO.,
MENTION THIS PAPER wua warn.. w iD.aanuaa.
•a and overwork of body
oaualng physical and me
^Jilprrbox.
* o!jJ O 0 S .°Rcf lt^
larged, is finely illustrated, and no other




To the Editor: -Please inform your readers
that I have a positive remedy for the above-
named disease. By its timely use thouaauda of
bopeleas caaea have been permanently cured. I
shall bo glad to send two bottles of my remedy
frer to any of your readers who have conaump-
tion If they, will send mo their Express and
P. O. addreaa. Respectfully,
T. A. SLOCUM. M. C., 131 Pearl St., N. Y.
Lyon’s Patent Hell Stiffenor is the only inven-
tion that will make old boots straight as now.
Catarrh
to the square kilometre (five-eighths of
), Holland 133, Great Britain and
-themselves most c e lly, Thibetan
women, when leaving their houses,
smear their faces over with a dark,
sticky substance. It is said that they
•do so in compliance with a certain
Lama, King homehkhan, in order to
jprotect their morals bv making them
look ugly when in public. The Thibet-
Ans also put out the tongue as a sign
•of respectful salutation, and in similar
•contradictions to our own customs tho
Malays, the Fijians, Tongas and many
other Polynesians always sit down
when speaking to a superior. At Nat-
•avtilu it is respectful to turn one’s back
toward a superior, especially when ad-
dressing him; and among the Waburaa,
in Congo and in Central Africa the
same custom prevails. The Todos of
the Neilgherry hills show r. Ipecfc by
Taising the open right hand « ikhe face
and resting the thumb on tV ridge of
the nose. 6
a mile) J ___________ _ _______________
Ireland 119, Italy 105,* the German
Empire 86, Switzerland 71, and Aus-
tria-Hungary 59, Spain has only 85,
Turkey 27, Russia 17, Denmark 15*
and Norway 6. But the population of
Russia is increasing at the rate of
1,250.000 a year, and in half a century
it will, at this rate, exceed 150,000,090.
The above figures ascribe to Europe
and Russia in Europe vastly more area
than has usually been given to them.
—London Times.
A Substitute for Prayer.
Somewhere in the country a number
of ministers were wont to meet to-
gether on stated days for pur posen
pertaining to their calling. As might
be supposed, each meeting was opened
with prayer. But one day thev met aft
the house of a brother who had a stock
of excellent cigars, which be passed
around freely. Soon all the brethren
were puffing away, and before they
May affect any portion of the body whoro the mu-
cous membrane la found. But catarrh of the head
is by far the most common, and, strange to aay, the
moat liable to be neglected. It originate* In a cold,
or succeaaion of cold*, combined with impure
blood. The wonderful auocesa Hood’s Sarsaparilla
haa had in curing catarrh warrant* u* in urging all
who auffor with this disease to try the peculiar medi-
cine. It renovate* and invigorate* the blood, and
tonea ovary organ.
*i have been troubled with that annoying disease,
nasal catarrh, and have taken all kinds of blood purl-
flers. but never found relief till I used Hood’s Sarsa-
parilla, which I am confident will do aU that is
cl timed. Hurrah for Hood's Saraaparllla !“ J.L.
Routt. Mafksburg, Ky. '
“I have taken Hood’s SarsaDarllls for catarrh, and
It haa done me a great deal of good. I recommend it
to ail within my reach. Hood's Sarsaparilla haa been
worth everything to me." Luther D. Bobbins,
East Thompson, Ct.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla
Sold by all druggiata. fl; six for $3, Prepared only
by C. I. HOOD * GO- Apothecaii a, Lowell, Blass.
?• TRUTH ofwhal wo say. Prloau as
waned to any address, postpaid. DOSE ONE BEAN. Sold by dn**Sts^*
Mb QOs, FROrBIETOB» mv. XiOXJXJB. MLO.2
*«»# gnstas «ml*M




----- -- Erer Hale.
RD * Mrifer Iliri S WAs a" JUTn£0pp hJT.. »t°r»ke«psr dost
MENTION
IOO Doses One Dollar
U/flDV !T.mR *yk and expenaet
VYUnlV pi,id- "Utht and Mrticulara
VW Vlll\ frki. P. O. VICKERY, Augusta, Me.
m f ------ © '—"•V?— vs V» a AA
knew it they had taken up the bus ness
of the meeting. Suddenly one of
The importance of soft wa\ r for do-
dnestio purposes is illustrate^ by the
experience of a largo London asylum,
in which a change * — 1— “ •*
has resulted in an ..
•aving in soda, soap,
©ore than $4,000.
them remembered the forgotten
prayer, and suggested that sombodv
make up for lost time. But one of the
others was equal to the occasion.
“Never mind now, Brother X - he
•'»*» waaa •am*, w ---- nmi
PENSIOHSESssSS
MENTION THB FAFER «u> waiviM w Awvumau.
OPIUM
FBEEtertSSSS
immoN this fafie ww
said; Mwe have opened this meeting by
offering up incense. Let that suffice. ”
The largest piece of ordnance used
in the Crimean war cost less than a
single shot fired from the huge guns
of the British iron-clads.
S ww I/*
FAFER wm, wi
(Y PERSON CAN PLAY
i B with-





H* k. m V m la <» ---- m ___ a . . .The Lumbermau needs It in case of accident.
The Ileneewlfe needs It for general famUy use.
The Mechaale needs It always on his work
bench.
The Miner needs It In case of emergency.
The Pleneer neoda It-can’t get along with*
>ut H.
The Fcrmer needs it In hla house, his stable,
md his stock yard.
The Htcaaiheitt mnn erthe Beatnoa Heeds
it In liberal supply afloat and ashore. >
The Heree- fancier needs it~lt la hla basl
friend and safeat reliance.
The Bieek-grvwer needs It-U win save hlai
thousaadiof dollars and a world of trowbl*.
CAI
ARRH, m










The period of teethloR is the most dan-
gerous to young children. They should
then hive extra attendance and occasion-
al doses of Dr. Bull’s Baby Syrup.
The purity of the ingredients and the
accuracy of the combination in Laxador.
coupled with the important fact that it is
free from any deleterious substance, is a
strong argument for Its adoption as the
remedy for all diseases of the liver. Price25c. _
Money and Matrimony.
perplexing
time. In sections where the women
outnumber the men by about 10 per
cent, the situation presents many diffi-
culties. But the disinclination of
young men to marry seems to he in the
nature of a contagions epidemic. It is
MISSES VERKHAN
Have received a new line of attractive
Millinery Goods
Which are being sold at astonUhlngly
low prices.
trouble ia, too mahfr of our young men
are determined to marry rich women,
or to accumulate wealth themselves be-
fore entering the wedded state. This
state of affairs is unhappy and demor-
dizing,— Atlanta Constitutionalist
$250 in Cas^l
3 Worcester’s and 3 Webster’s Diction-
aries, worth $89. and 4 Dictionary Hold-
ers, worth $15.50, given as prizes for best
essays answering the question “Why
should I use a Dictionary Holder!” For
full psrticulars, send to La Vkkhr W.
Notes, 99 & 101 W. Monroe St., Chicago,
the maker of Dictionary Holders. Or In-
quire at your Bookstore.
It Would Be Annoying.
Aft a social gathering in Austin, they
were talking about monstrosities of one
kind and another, about two-headed
calves, five-footed horses, bearded
women, etc., and finally about the
Siamese twins.
“How dreadful it must be to be fast-
ened in that way to another person,
and be dependent upon such person in
waking or sleeping, in life ana death,”
said Mrs. Yerger.
“It is a' fortunate thing,” remarked
Gilhooly, “that the Siamese twins were
relatives. Just think how unpleasant
it would be to come into the world
grown fttt to a perfect stranger 1”—
Texas Siftings.
; Don^ Experiment
Yon cannot afford to waste time in ex-
perimenting when your longs are in dan-
ger. Consumption always seems at first
only a hold. Do not permit any dealer to
impose upon you with some cheap imita-
tion of Dr. King’a New Discovery for
Consumption, Coughs sod Colds, but be
sure yon get the genuine. Because he
can make more profit he msy tell you be
has something just as good, or just the
tame. Don’t be deceived, but insist up-
on getting Dr. King’s New Discovery,
which U guaranteed to give relief in all
Throat, Lung and Chest affections. Trial
bottles free at Yates & Kane’s, Holltnd,
and A. De Kruil’s Drug Store, Zeeland.
BcoYlm’i Arnica Salve.
The beat salve In the world for Cuts,
Bruises. Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Corns, and all skin eruptions, and positive-
ly cures Piles, or no pay required. It ia
guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction, or
money refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
For sale by Yates & Kane, Holland, and
A. De Kruif, Zeeland, Mich.
POWDER
Absolutely Pure.
This powder never varies. A msrvel of purity,
strength and wholesomenesa. More economical
than the ordinary ktnda, and cannot be sold in
competition with the moltitude of low test, short
weight alum or phosphate powdera . Sold only In
cans Rotal Baking Powder Co., 106 Wall St.,
New York. 5tM8w,
Liver Complaint
Is more surely and speedily cured by the
use of Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, than by any
other remedy. **I was a great sufferer
from liver troubles, and never found any-
thing that gave me permanent relief until
I began taking Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, about
two years ago. A few bottles of this med-
icine produced a radical cure.— Wm. E.
Baker, 155 W. Brookline st., Boston, Moss.
A Remarkable Cure.
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla has cured me of as
bad a case of Abscess of the Liver as any
human being could be afflicted with ami
live. I was confined to the house for two
years, and, for the last three months of
that time, was unable to leave my bed.
Four physicians treated me without giv-
ing reUef, and, in fact, nothing helped me,
until I tried Ayer’s Sarsaparilla. After
using a quarter of a bottle of this medi-
cine I began to feel better, and every
additional dose seemed to bring new
health and strength. I used three bottles,
and am now able to attend to my business.
I walk to town —one mile distant- and
return, without difficulty. Ayer’s Sarsa-
parilla has accomplished all this for me.
— W. 8. Miner, Carson City, Mich.
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,
Prepared by Dr. J. C. Ayer St Co., Lowell. Mm*.
Sold by «U X)ruggi»u. Price $1; elx bouiee.t*.
OHI MY BACK!
§atl goad*.
Chicago and West Michigan Bailway.
Taking Effect Sunday^ Oct. 2, 1887.
FROM HOLLAND TO CHICAGO.








Muskegon , 3rd itreet)
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FROM HOLLAND TO ALLEGAN.
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We have the latest styles of
Eats, Sonnets, etc.





and all in the new ahadea and colors.
Call and See Our Goods.
Stamping Done to Order.
HISSES WERKMAN.
Holland, Mich., June 20, .1887. 20-t f.




Youth'i Keen and Easy Vision Restored.
These glasses are ground on a NEW
PRI NCI RLE, which gives the aid the eye
requires without causing any strain or
sense of weariness. FOR SALE B][
Db. E. C. Watt's Nibvk and Brain Treat-
rent, a guaranteed specific for Hysteria, Dlszl-
ness, Convulsions, Fits, NervctoaNenralela, Head-
ache, Nervous Prostration caused by the nse of
alcohol or tobacco, Wakelnlness. Mental Depres-
sion, Softening of the Brain resatting in insanity
and leading to misery, decay and death, Prema-
ture Old Age, Barrenness, Loss of power in either
sex. Involuntary Losses and Spermatorrhoea
'earned by over-exertion efthe wain, self-abnse or
over-lndnlgence. Bach box coutaics one month's
treatment. $1.00 a box, or alx boxes for $5.00,
sent by mall prepaid on receipt of price.
WE GUARANTEE SIX BOXES
To cure any case. With each order received by ns
for six boxes, accompanied with W OO, we wlil
pend the purchaser our written guarantee to re-
fund the money If the treatment does not efllrct
a cure. Guarantees Issued only by YATES A
KANE, Druggists, Sole Agents, Holland, Mleh.
im. hixjTj’s
ENGLISH BUCHU
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FROM HOLLAND TO GRAND RAPIDS








5 45 10 40
fi
Grand Rapid* ........ 945 810
Kidney
INVESTIGATORS IN USE.^
Will ears all dlwa** of the KtdafTi, Bladder. Irritation of
UM Nuk of the Bladder, Buroltu Urine, Gleet, Qtnorrhaa in
all ita ttagM. Mucou, Dlichargr., Couceetion of the EMafyi
Rriek Du»t Depntii DlatMtee. Inflaaiciailoa ef the Kldneji
tad Bladder, Drop.j of Kldoerr, Add Urine. Bloody Urine.
FAIN IN THE BACK, UcieniloD of Urine. Kreqaent Urtna-
Uoa, Orarel la all lu form*. Inability to Retain the Water,
partkelarly la perron, advanced In Ufe. IT IS A KIDNEY
INVESTIGATOR that reriore. the Urine lo lu natnral eelor,
renerei the add and herrins. »ud the effect of the ezceMira
ue of Intoxication drtek.
MICE, SI : Three Bottles for St. SO,
De limed free of any charset.
WBend for Circular Bold hy aU Dn>«lata.
; 4 W. JOHNSTON A Ca,
Sou Aeurra. DETROIT. MICH.
For Sale by Yates Sc Kane.




































R M 9 050 4r,
10 48
Holland .............% ...iVSo
Fillmore ............ 3 20 ... .10 03
Hamilton . . ........ 3 30 kV-T,
Allegan ... a.,.,.,. 4 05 « • • • » .....
lArent.
J. FLIEMAN
»•. * V. w,












1 h»ve recently commenced the manufacture of
Platform, Combination &
Express Wagons,
To which I Invite the ettention of til who desire
.!ght end durable wsrous.
I desire also to call the attention of all owners of
fast horsea in this vicinity to the fact that I btve
procured the sssisUuioe of one of the best horse-
sboers in the west and «m now able to do the
finest possible work in that line, both with steel
or Iron shoes either of hand or machine mukc. I
believe that all should patronise home trade when
they esn be as well served, and I wonld ask that
all give me s good tritl before taking their work
elsewhere.
I also manufacture
and have them constantly on hand.
Highest price paid for all
kinds of Furs.
Holland. Mich. Jan. 18,1
. FLIEMAN.
S0SO Aroh Street, PWlad’a, Pa.
A WELL-TRIED TREATMENT
v«r conuirnov, asthma, Btoxcims, dtipinia,
catarrh, hat fiver, hsadachk, dibilitt, rric-
HAT1U, IEURALUIA ud aU CkrmU ud l.rv.M WUtf
Out.
“THE COKFOtlB OXTGBE TIXATKIRT* Dn. Bltrkay
A FaUa, I*. ISSS Arth Slntt, Phllafelyhla, Ran Ww wli*
for U« Ud MvtalMa yam, b a wbaUI* Bdjwtmat .f Dm
•1mm. U af OiyfM ud Nlln«M magaatlsed, ud Ud
MMp«uad b m MadtMtd ud ud* |KirUbI« that It b MBA
•U tf«r Ul world.
Dn. BTAKK1T A PALES hara Ua tlbarty U rafer U.tks
MUwtac-uaad wall-kaawa yanan who hata triad Ualr
Traalaiaatl
HOX. WH; D. KXLLIT, Mmbar af Co>,raM, PblUdalphla.
RET. VICTOR I. COX RAD, Editor af tba Lalhcna Ok-
mar, PklladrlphU.
air. CHARLES W. CU8IITK0, D. 0, Korbaatrr. I. T.
MOK. WK. FEXI XIXOS, Editor liKT-Oma, Cklnf^ IIL
RXT. A. W. IOORT, Edllor Th. rmlriary, Uarntar, 8. C.
W. H. W0ITUIS0T0S, Kdllor .New Bulk, iilmU|ka% Aid.
JUDGE H. P. TR00B AX, Ournrmo. Kua.
HRS. BARI A. LIVIRX0RE, Kalmr, Nmackuttli.
JUDGE R. 8. TOOKUEES, Xr<r York Oly.
HR. I. f. KXIUHT, I klla lrlpl.li.
HB. FRANK blDUAU, Krrrkaat. rhllid.lpkla.
BOX. W. W. BCIIUIUR, IA.IUB, Pa.
EDWARD I. WILSOX, S3T Broadway, X. Tn Id. PUIa.
adalpkU Pkoluyrapktr.
FIDELIA H. LYOX, Walo.-a. Itawatl, Pandirirk It loads
ALRXAXBKR MITCNIK. tn.rraM, Brallaad.
RS. NAM EL V. ORTCOA, »a.allU, Zacalrra., Rtxba.
HRS. EXHA COOPER. Ullla, SpatM llaadaraa, Caatral
Aawrira.
J. (OHS. C. S. VlM-Caaiut, CavaMaata, Horotw.
H. V. AHHHROOK, Rrd Dlaf, Cal.
IRKIST TURRKR, Acllla,kaM. Ij^Iaiid.
JACOB WARD, Rawral, Xrw Mutk Wain,
Aad tkoa»aBd» af alkrn la nary part af tht
* t Ml. ‘I M ill .
“COXPOrXD OXrfli:X-|l* Haiuk Aftyda aad Rffatta,"/
' b tka llllr af a mw hra*kan> af <«• Iia*i.,r-i1 pirn, pablkkad
fcy Dn. Warkry A Palm, wkirh k|,n u ail la.|Ulrkn Ml la.
fanaatlun a« la thi* niaarkalib tarallv# aval aad a mart
afamrul kaadrrd la awl... rrutra of rkroai,
•aaaa-aiaay af tk«m atirrMa* aliau'lonrU l.tdla ky aikrr
pkyrirbas AUa - (OMPOUSD OXV«I.X-tu Orlpla u«
Datrlopairal," *0 lalrmlla, Louk af nar bnadred papM
Salk ar .lihrr will ka tanlM frro to at y ad.trtas on appU*
alloo. !:. ,.l ikr l.mkara I
DBS. STARKEY & PALBW,




Before you purchase elsewhere. You will
find that we give you the best organ for
the lowest price possible. -
We are Agents for ie Chicago Cottage Organ,
which received the DIPLOMA at our fair,
this being the highest award given to
musical instruments.
We handle also the Clough & Warren, United States,
Century, and Estey Organs.
G-XVES US I GAUU.
Meyer, Brouwer & Co.,
HOLLAND, MICH.RIVER STREET,
t&OO REWARD I
We will psy the above reward for. any case of
liver complaint, dyspepsia, sick headache, in-
digestion. constipation or cdetlvenesi we caanot
cure with West’s Vegerable Llyer Pills, when the
'directions are strictly complied with'. Ther are
purely vegetable, and never fall to giVi
faction. Larga boxes containing 80 sngar




If you think of buying
A New Suit or Winter Overcoat,
Remember that Clothing can be made to order very nearly as
cheap as ready-made. The small difference in first cost is
fully made up in the better quality of color and texture of
the cloth and the improved style and fitting qualities, to say
nothing of the freedom fiom annoyance resulting from poorly
made clothing. In ordering it is necessary co consider
Quality, Style, and Workmanship. In deciding where to
order you must consider that
BRUSSE BROS.
al ways keep in stock the latest styles in Cloths and Trim-
mings and do not spare trouble or expense in fully satisfying
every customer.
Fine Gents’ Furnishing Goods and




n f i ware of
The genu s u
factured piily by JOHN C. WEST A CO., 862 W
Madison street, Chicago, III.
SMOKE
IMPR0Vr“
SssSSSSB*«8*Sl 1,-...-, .....
BURIA-L SHaaOTJ]
s'
